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Abstract 

 

Objectives: Most international studies have shown that religion and spirituality (R/S) are 

related to better mental health, yet the Indigenous Sámi—being more committed to R/S than 

the majority population in the area—have poorer mental health and are more inclined toward 

suicidal behavior. Laestadianism—an important R/S factor for these people and this region—

is related to poorer mental health and violence exposure. Among the Sámi, mental disorders 

are often believed to represent punishment from God or evil spirits sent by other persons, and 

traditional healing is commonly used against mental health problems in this area. The current 

study explored the relationship between R/S, ethnicity, suicidal behavior, and non-suicidal 

self-injury (NSSI) in the mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult population of Arctic Norway, as 

well as the association between R/S and help-seeking behavior in this context. 

Methods: This study used cross-sectional data from the population-based SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey (2012; n = 11,222; 34% Sámi affiliation; 22% Laestadian affiliation) in 

mixed Sámi-Norwegian areas of Mid and North Norway. The associations between R/S 

factors, suicidal behavior, NSSI, mental health-service use, and satisfaction were analyzed. 

Multivariate-adjusted regression models and mediation analyses considering 

sociodemographics and other risk factors were applied. 

Results: When adjusting for Sámi ethnicity, sociodemographic, and other risk factors, 

religious attendance was significantly associated with no suicide ideation, NSSI, or 

psychological distress, whereas Laestadian family background was associated with no suicide 

attempts. Religious attendance was associated with no past-year use of mental health services. 

Conclusions: R/S is not associated with poorer mental health in the Sámi and Norwegian 

populations of Arctic Norway. On the contrary, religious participation seems to buffer 

psychological distress and protect against poorer mental health in these areas, and is probably 

connected to the effect of received or perceived social support from R/S fellowships. Also, 

despite Laestadianism’s association with disadvantageous sociodemographic factors, like 

Sámi ethnicity and exposure to violence, the Laestadian family networks probably contribute 

to better mental health. Religious participation is associated with less use of mental health 

services, possibly due to alternative R/S coping methods like prayer, congregational support, 

guidance from clergy, or the use of traditional healers and R/S family networks. 
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Sammendrag 

 

Problemstilling: De fleste internasjonale studier har vist at religion og spiritualitet er 

forbundet med bedre psykisk helse. Samene, som er mer religiøst engasjerte enn 

marjoritetsbefolkningen, har likevel dårligere psykisk helse og er mer tilbøyelige til 

selvmordsatferd. Læstadianismen, en viktig religiøs/spirituell faktor hos samene og i 

regionen, er knyttet til dårligere psykisk helse og utsettelse for vold. Blant samene er det ofte 

en oppfatning at psykisk lidelse er en straff fra Gud eller er forårsaket av onde ånder sendt fra 

andre personer. Tradisjonell helbredelse blir også ofte brukt mot psykiske problemer i dette 

området. Denne studien undersøkte forholdet mellom religion/spiritualitet, etnisitet, 

selvmordsatferd og selvskading i den blandede samiske og norske voksenbefolkningen i 

Nord- og Midt-Norge. Sammenhengen mellom religion/spiritualitet og hjelpsøkende atferd 

ble også utforsket. 

Metoder: Denne studien brukte tverrsnittsdata fra den befolkningsbaserte SAMINOR 2 

spørreskjemaundersøkelsen (gjennomført i 2012; 11 222 deltakere; 34 % med samisk 

tilknytning; 22 % med læstadiansk tilknytning) i blandede samisk-norske områder i Midt- og 

Nord-Norge. Man analyserte sammenhengen mellom religiøse/spirituelle faktorer, 

selvmordsatferd, selvskading, samt bruk av og fornøydhet med psykiske helsetjenester. Det 

ble brukt regresjonsmodeller som kontrollerte for sosiodemografiske og andre risikofaktorer. 

Resultater: Religiøs deltakelse var signifikant forbundet med fravær av selvmordstanker, 

selvskading og psykisk stress, mens læstadiansk familiebakgrunn var assosiert med fravær av 

selvmordsforsøk. Religiøs deltakelse var forbundet med manglende bruk av psykiske 

helsetjenester siste året. 

Konklusjoner: Religion/spiritualitet er ikke forbundet med dårligere psykisk helse i den 

samiske og norske befolkningen i Nord- og Midt-Norge. Tvert imot synes religiøs deltakelse å 

fungere som en buffer mot psykisk stress og beskytte mot dårligere psykisk helse i dette 

området, noe som sannsynligvis er knyttet til effekten av mottatt og opplevd sosial støtte fra 

religiøse fellesskap. Til tross for at læstadianismen er knyttet til ugunstige sosiodemografiske 

forhold, som samisk etnisitet og utsettelse for vold, så bidrar sannsynligvis de læstadianske 

familienettverkene til bedre psykisk helse. Religiøs deltakelse er forbundet med mindre bruk 

av psykiske helsetjenester, sannsynligvis på grunn av religiøse/spirituelle håndteringsmetoder, 

som bønn, menighetsstøtte, veiledning fra religiøse ledere eller bruk av tradisjonelle 

helbredere og religiøse familienettverk. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Although most studies have shown that religion and spirituality (R/S) are related to better 

mental health,1-3 R/S—or some of its aspects—seem associated with poorer mental health 

outcomes in some Indigenous populations.4,5 The Indigenous Sámi of Fennoscandia are more 

committed to R/S than the majority population in the area6,7 but are also more inclined to 

suicidal behavior8-10 and have poorer mental health.11 Also, some R/S factors in the Sámi 

areas seem related to poorer mental health12 and violence exposure.13 Furthermore, among the 

Sámi, mental disorders are often believed to represent punishment from God or evil spirits 

sent by other persons.14-17 Thus, traditional healing—an ancient R/S institution among the 

Sámi—is commonly used to deal with mental health problems in combination with or as a 

substitute for professional mental health services.17,18 

 Knowing whether R/S is a risk or preventive factor for poor mental health or affects the 

use of professional mental health services in Arctic Norway and among the Sámi is crucial for 

preventing, assessing, and treating mental disorders in this context. Does R/S cause mental 

health problems in Sámi or hinder their treatment, or does it represent a social or cultural 

resilience factor against mental disorders among the Indigenous people of Arctic Norway? No 

previous study (adjusting for ethnicity) has investigated the impact of R/S on mental health 

and mental help-seeking behavior in this population. 

1.1. Mental health and mental disorders: definitions 

There are many divergent definitions of the concept of mental health. The term is widely used 

as a euphemism for ‘mental disorder’ or rendered absence of mental illness.19 The World 

Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of mental health extracts the main themes of the past 

decade’s debate,19,20 so mental health is not merely defined as the absence of mental disorder 

but is “[a] state of mental well-being that enables people to cope with the stresses of life, to 

realize their abilities, to learn well and work well, and to contribute to their communities.”21 

 Mental illness is often portrayed as the antipode of mental health, either categorically or 

on a continuous scale.19 The International Classification of Diseases 11th Revision (ICD-11) 

groups mental disorders with behavioral and neurodevelopmental disorders, defining them as 

“syndromes characterised by clinically significant disturbance in an individual’s cognition, 

emotional regulation, or behaviour that reflects a dysfunction in the psychological, biological, 

or developmental processes that underlie mental and behavioural functioning. These 
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disturbances are usually associated with distress or impairment in personal, family, social, 

educational, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.”22 

 In contrast with the conditions of so-called somatic or physical medicine, the disease 

concept does not apply well to mental disorders. According to the disease model, a disease 

suggests a worked-out etiology giving rise to symptoms through a common pathogenic 

pathway.23 For instance, Mycobacterium tuberculosis is the only causal agent of tuberculosis, 

a disease leading to specific symptoms, such as chronic and bloody cough, fever, and weight 

loss. Assessment by X-rays and microbiological tests is relatively easy, and after the 

eradication of the mycobacteria using antibiotics, the patient no longer has tuberculosis. 

 Mental disorders, on the other hand, are highly complex systems with multiple causal 

factors and appear as syndromic clusters of symptoms or features, leading to symptom- rather 

than etiology-based psychiatric diagnoses. Also, as different mental disorders typically share 

several symptoms, comorbidity is a considerable challenge in psychiatry.24 

 Contemporary psychopathological research no longer views the symptoms of a mental 

disorder simply as passive indicators or effects of a single latent common cause but as 

possible agents causing and affecting each other.25 For example, the delusion that others can 

read one’s mind may generate paranoia, leading to social isolation. The lack of correction 

from a social environment sustains and exacerbates the delusion in a feedback loop or vicious 

circle.23 Other examples of mental disorders as self-sustained systems after removing the 

original external triggering factor are the lasting effects of childhood abuse long after the 

cessation of maltreatment or post-traumatic stress disorder enduring after the traumatic event 

itself has ended.23 

 The use of the network approach to psychopathology has grown exponentially among 

researchers during the past decade to better acknowledge the highly complex features of 

mental disorders.25-27 The network model or theory assumes that mental disorders arise from 

the causal interaction between symptoms in a network or systems of networks.23,28 Biological, 

psychological, sociological, and cultural conditions influencing symptoms in the network 

from the outside represent the system’s external field—e.g., genetics, childhood adversities, 

abnormal brain functioning, substance abuse, traumas, chronic pain, or social factors.23 Here, 

comorbidity results from the influence or activation of interconnected networks due to shared 

symptoms between networks of different mental disorders.28 

 According to network theory, during a state of low symptom activation, a network 

structure exhibiting high connectivity will represent a silent disorder or a vulnerability 

predisposing the individual to the onset or recurrence of the relevant mental disorder. Any 
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activation within such a system will rapidly cascade into a psychopathological state. This 

harmful and stable state of elevated symptom activation that endures even after the cessation 

of the external stressor is what we call a mental disorder. On the other hand, a weakly 

connected network represents a resilient and healthy system protecting the person from 

developing the mental disorder in question and giving only transient symptoms in the case of 

a time-limited external stressor.25 

 As expressions and measures of poor mental health, this study specifically examines 

suicide attempts, suicide ideation, and non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI), which are common 

maladaptive behavioral responses to psychological distress during a mental disorder. A 

suicide attempt is defined as the self-initiated sequence of behaviors by an individual who, at 

the time of initiation, expected that the set of actions would cause their death.29 Suicide 

ideation is thoughts about self-harm, with deliberate consideration or planning of possible 

methods of causing one’s death.29 Here, suicide attempts and ideation will collectively be 

called suicidal behavior. NSSI is defined as the direct, deliberate, and socially deviant 

destruction of one’s body tissue in the absence of lethal intent.29 Suicide is the hardest 

endpoint of poor mental health, suicide ideation and attempts are on the road leading to 

suicide, whereas NSSI is one of the strongest predictors of suicidal behavior.30,31 Typically, 

NSSI functions as a regulator of internal emotions, thoughts, or sensations, as self-punishment 

or expression of distress.32 

1.2. Religion and spirituality: defining the concept 

Typically, R/S describes the antithesis of the secular, rational, or scientific, for instance, the 

things related to what the modern Western individual often calls the sacred, transcendent, 

divine, or supernatural. However, the number of efforts made throughout history to define the 

concepts of religion and spirituality is countless. The essentialist conception of religion—the 

idea of an innate, pure, and universal religious experience common to all humanity through all 

history and cultures—is perhaps best known through Schleiermacher’s 1799 speeches on 

religion.33 The religious evolution theory is a related view, even claimed by some 

contemporary scholars of R/S, for instance, Stausberg’s idea of spiritual development from 

so-called primitive, less organized worldviews through the institutionalized real religions of 

the axial civilizations to secularization.34 Sociology’s approach to religion—being interested 

in the social systems of religions at the sacrifice of personal religious phenomena—also 

presupposes religion as institutional. The idea of religion as an essential experience is non-

sociological, as social science denies any experience unmediated by culture and society.35 
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Thus, according to Beyer, religion is like any other global social system, constituting itself by 

distinguishing between members and non-members through rules, roles, communication, and 

apparent social boundaries.36 

 The postcolonial critique of the concept of religion claims it is biased by white 

ethnocentrism and Western imperialism and thus unjustly deployed on non-Western 

cultures.35 Nongbri argues that the religious–secular division evolved in Europe from the mid-

15th century, and the modern Western concept of religion began in the 16th and 17th centuries 

with the European colonization of the World and evangelization of non-Christian peoples.37 

Thus, Europeans call non-Western worldviews and beliefs religions according to their 

similarities with European church-based Christianity—typically Protestantism—in the 

English-speaking world.35 

 Much research has tried to uncover the neuroscientific foundations of R/S experience 

using neuroimaging.38 However, efforts to isolate the phenomena of religious visions from 

non-religious hallucinations have so far failed.39 Studies on meditating and praying subjects 

converge with a focus on limbic structures and the prefrontal cortex as the seats of R/S 

experience.38 However, these studies are burdened by several problems,38 and this review 

only mentions three. First, they presuppose the contested existence of a universal R/S 

experience that is different from all other perceptions or encounters. Second, the methods 

depend heavily on the chosen definition of an R/S experience. Finally, the conclusion of 

relating R/S to certain parts of the brain remains unclear.38 

 When delimitating the subject of religion, R/S scholars draw its borders with culture 

and politics differently. Stausberg’s definition is comparatively narrow, whereas other 

scholars require a broad conception of religion, like Ninian Smart’s remaking of religion as 

the larger concept of beliefs.40 Woodhead lists five main groups of the most applied meanings 

behind the term religion used in contemporary research: culture (including belief, meaning, 

values, and tradition), identity, relationship, practice, and power.35 Smart’s multidimensional 

definition encompasses eight dimensions of belief: ritual/practical, doctrinal/philosophical, 

mythic/narrative, experiential/emotional, ethical/legal, organizational/social, material/artistic, 

and political.40 Zinnbauer and Pargament, the psychologists of R/S, describe the phenomena 

of religiousness and spirituality as multilevel constructs: biological, affective, cognitive, 

moral, relational, personality/self-identity, social, cultural, and global.41 

 The construct of spirituality, once designating the ideal religiosity of faith traditions, has 

become a central part of the research field of religion in the past decades. In its religious 

sense, the word spiritual derives from the Latin translation (spiritualis) of the Greek 
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πνευματικὸς, used by the apostle Paul to describe the man possessing and influenced by the 

divine spirit, as opposed to the ψυχικὸς, the man who has nothing more than his ordinary 

human soul (1 Cor 2:14–1542). Although the Latin term spiritualitas first appeared in 5th-

century Christian literature (Alcim. Ep. 1243), spirituality today describes phenomena in any 

religious context. 

 However, the meanings of religion and spirituality have changed over the past century. 

At the millennial shift, there emerged a more restricted definition of the former construct, 

which typically connotes the external, organized, and institutional components of the faith 

traditions, in opposition to the latter, often designating the internal and personal aspects of 

faith outside traditional and organized religion.44 Zinnbauer and Pargament (2005)41 offered a 

review of the use of religion and spirituality terms in contemporary research in the 

psychology of R/S. They presented the polarization of these constructs through five aspects or 

dimensions:  

• Substantive religion vs. functional spirituality: Religion refers to the visible elements of 

formal, traditional, and institutionalized beliefs, whereas spirituality refers to the invisible 

elements of connecting with the transcendent and searching for meaning and universal truth.  

• Static religion vs. dynamic spirituality: Religion refers to stable and unchanging belief 

structures and institutions, while spirituality refers to dynamic, flexible, and moving belief 

phenomena. 

• Institutional objective religion vs. personal subjective spirituality: Religion refers to 

traditional group-based and organized beliefs and practices, whereas spirituality refers to the 

individual’s personal relationship to the transcendent or a supreme transcendent being. 

• Belief-based religion vs. emotional/experiential-based spirituality: Religion refers to 

cognitive or thought-based, dogmatic, and theological beliefs, while spirituality refers to 

emotional awareness of a transcendent dimension and the experience of connection to a 

transcendent being. 

• Negative religion vs. positive spirituality: Religion refers to the negative side of 

outdated doctrine and institutional hindrances to human capabilities, whereas spirituality 

refers to the ultimate of human potential, pleasurable feelings, connectedness with the divine, 

and the meaning of life. 

 Zinnbauer and Pargament’s (2005)41 main criticism of this kind of polarization is that 

there is no spirituality without any cultural context and no major religion without any concern 

for personal beliefs. Both authors proposed an alternative way to define these constructs.  
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According to Zinnbauer, spirituality is the broader construct, the search for the sacred. 

Religion is spirituality within a traditional context, while Pargament holds that religion is the 

broader construct, defined as the search for significance in ways related to the sacred. 

Spirituality is the search for the sacred. 

 Wong and Vinsky (2008),45 social work professors with non-Western immigrant and 

minority backgrounds, pointed to the ethnocentrism and racial dimensions behind the 

separation of spirituality from religion, suiting the need of people of Euro-Christian 

backgrounds to distance themselves from their Christian faith but not making any sense 

ontologically or epistemologically to many people of different historical-cultural contexts45. 

Although unconsciously exotifying, Indigenous peoples’ native, dynamic, and emancipating 

traditions and practices are often described as spiritual, whereas Christian activities—usually 

a legacy of colonialism—in the same population are typically called religious.5 The authors 

stated that the claimed hierarchy of a supposedly non-sectarian and pure spirituality above 

religion sets up a colonial othering of racialized ethnic groups often presented as more 

religious than spiritual.45 

 During the past decades, there has been an increasing use of the word spirituality, which 

includes non-religious and secular people,46 often as an entity free of religious and social 

context.47 This modern concept of spirituality is sometimes defined as the individual’s 

striving for and experience of connection with the essence of life, an activity encompassing 

three main dimensions: connectedness with oneself, with others and nature, and with the 

transcendent—e.g., something beyond the physical world but not necessarily any divine 

being.48  

  

Conclusion 

The terms religion and spirituality are predominantly regarded as different aspects of the same 

phenomenon. However, the perceptions of these two concepts and efforts to demarcate the 

limit between them are innumerable. Also, scholars have frequently upheld opposite 

definitions of so-called spiritual and religious dimensions. Thus, the terms are often entirely 

interchangeable and synonymous. For simplicity, many researchers have denoted the subject 

by the combined name religion/spirituality (R/S) or spirituality/religiousness (S/R).1,44,49 

Accordingly, the current author holds a pragmatic stand and does not take any strict position 

regarding the delimitation of R/S, the definition of religion and spirituality, or their common 

boundary. Nevertheless, R/S is acknowledged as a multilevel and multidimensional 

phenomenon, but R/S will not differentiate between any spiritual or religious aspects unless 
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otherwise specified. When appropriate, R/S denotes the plural religion and spirituality or 

religious and spiritual, or the singular religion/spirituality or religious/spiritual. 

1.3. The association of religion/spirituality with mental health and mental health-

seeking behavior: a summary of the literature 

1.3.1. Challenges in the study of religion/spirituality and mental health issues 

Due to the concept’s multidimensional and multilevel characteristics, the enterprise of 

measuring R/S in research is not straightforward. Also, the method depends heavily on the 

chosen definition of and theory about R/S, the research question at hand, and the theoretical 

assumptions behind the given hypotheses. Historically and still today, this has led separate 

parts of academia to use different approaches to R/S. For example, R/S sociologists and 

psychologists typically have different positions concerning the causes and effects of R/S. 

According to Durkheim’s classical sociological view, R/S originates in people’s social needs, 

like intimacy and belonging.50 Thus, to sociologists, measuring the social aspects of R/S is 

paramount. On the other hand, the traditional psychological viewpoint since Freud has 

perceived R/S as a result of the human psychological need for comfort and meaning.51 Hence, 

psychologists are more interested in assessing personal R/S experiences. 

 The phenomenon’s complexity has given concern about the widespread use of single-

item measures of R/S in research on mental health. Such single items, for instance, “How 

often do you attend church” or “How often do you pray?” should only be assessed if theorized 

as impacting mental health. However, too often, researchers use responses to such questions 

to infer a general effect of R/S on human well-being.52 To solve the generalization problem, 

many studies have used composite measures combining several aspects of R/S. This also 

avoids multiple testing, increases sensitivity, and makes the studies cheaper. However, a 

disadvantage of using composite measures is that they complicate the comparison of studies.3 

 An often-used R/S measure is the frequency of R/S attendance or participation at social 

R/S activities—e.g., meetings and services. However, two individuals can attend church 

equally as often but for different reasons. Several non-R/S factors impact R/S attendance: 

somatic and mental health conditions—e.g., disabilities and social anxiety—family and job 

responsibilities, church location, and relationships with other members.47 Also, changes in 

these factors may result in compensating involvement in noninstitutional forms of R/S.52 Not 

accounting for such underlying factors may obscure the impact and role of R/S attendance on 

people’s lives.47 
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 The modern use of the word spirituality in a sense that includes non-religious and 

secular people encompasses characteristics like purpose and meaning of life, connectedness 

with others (including quality of social support), peacefulness, harmony, hope, and well-

being.46 Thus, the instruments measuring spirituality in research also reflect a conceptual 

overlap between spirituality and subjective well-being and good mental health.46,48 Such 

overlap eliminates the possibility of identifying spiritual circumstances associated with poor 

mental health.46 Accordingly, although spiritual well-being predicts less depression in most 

prospective studies,3 the finding is tautological and probably meaningless.46,53 

 Inversely related to the spiritual well-being problem is the use of another R/S measure 

called religious and spiritual struggles (previously called negative religious coping), 

encompassing divine/demonic, interpersonal, and intrapsychic struggles.54 Examples of 

divine/demonic struggles are anger at God, feeling punished by God, or feeling tormented by 

evil spirits or the devil. Interpersonal R/S struggles are disagreements about R/S or negativity 

toward organized religion. Intrapsychic R/S struggles encompass doubts about one’s faith, 

struggles to follow moral principles, and concerns about whether there is a deeper, ultimate 

meaning to one’s life.54 Such struggles are closely associated with personality traits like 

neuroticism, affecting psychological well-being and contributing to a vulnerability to 

depression. Moreover, these struggles may represent signs or symptoms of depression.3 

 Religious affiliation is a dimension of R/S that researchers have been measuring since 

Durkheim (1915).50 However, the term religious affiliation can have a range of meanings, for 

instance, (1) being an active member of a specific, physical, and living R/S fellowship, (2) 

being a passive or former member of a religious denominational organization, (3) sharing R/S 

beliefs with a particular denomination, (4) sharing some or more cultural elements with a 

religious denomination, or (5) having a family background in any of these four categories. 

This lack of precision makes it unclear what is being measured by the term religious 

affiliation and may complicate the interpretation of the research findings. A recent review by 

Lucchetti, Koenig, and Lucchetti (2021)1 found sparse evidence for any association between 

R/S affiliation and mental health. Also, recent extensive systematic reviews and meta-

analyses on R/S and mental health have not treated religious affiliation as an independent 

dimension of R/S.2,3 

 The meaning and significance of research findings on R/S depend on clear and precise 

measurements based on its operational definitions that are conceptualized and theoretically 

grounded.47 Relevant measures of R/S are clear, uncontaminated, nonoverlapping, and 

differentiate between deeply religious, non-deeply religious, and secular persons.49 Also, R/S 
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research should consider measures that take into account the dynamic processes of moving 

toward or away from R/S.49 

1.3.2. Religion/spirituality and mental health 

 

The overall effect of R/S on mental health 

The past several decades have seen the emergence of a considerable research body on R/S and 

mental health from social sciences, clinical epidemiology, and psychiatry.1-3 Luchetti, Koenig, 

and Lucchetti1 found substantial evidence for a favorable impact of R/S on mental health, 

especially depression, suicidality, and substance use disorder. Also, R/S seemed to buffer 

post-traumatic stress. However, the results were mixed concerning anxiety. Regarding the 

relationship between R/S and psychotic disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and eating 

disorders, the evidence has been weaker, and the studies have been few and have had mixed 

results1. A recent meta-analysis by Hodapp and Zwingmann (2019),2 based on 67 studies 

including diverse R/S aspects and mental health outcomes from the German-speaking world 

found that R/S is minimally but significantly associated with better mental health (weighted 

mean effect size r+ = 0.03 [95% CI 0.01–0.05], a positive score indicating better mental 

health). However, the authors’ analyses confirmed R/S as a multidimensional construct with 

both positive and negative effects on mental health. 

 Based on a systematic review of 138 prospective studies on the effect of R/S on 

depression (religious struggle and spiritual well-being were excluded due to potential 

confounding with depression), Braam and Koenig (2019)3 found that about half of the studies 

reported fewer depressive symptoms over time. In contrast, 40% found no significant effect, 

and about 10% showed more depression. The mean effect size was absent to small in favor of 

less depression but with considerable variation (d = −0.18; median −0.18; SD 0.28; range 

−1.15 to 0.61). The authors found R/S attendance and importance as the R/S factors likeliest 

to predict a decrease in depression over time, whereas the effect of positive religious coping 

was weaker. Furthermore, R/S was more protective (little to moderately) among persons with 

psychiatric symptoms (median d = −0.37) and less protective in younger samples and among 

somatic patients. Also, the review found that studies from the US and Canada are likelier to 

report significantly less depression over time than European or East Asian studies. Finally, the 

authors found that linear regression and advanced longitudinal models yielded smaller effect 

sizes than logistic regression and other models. 
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R/S attendance or participation 

Based on 10 effect sizes, Hodapp and Zwingmann’s (2019)2 meta-analysis found the effect of 

church attendance on mental health to be in general small but favorable (r = 0.09 [95% CI 

0.04–0.14]). Braam and Koenig (2019)3 reviewed 69 prospective studies on the effect of R/S 

attendance on depression. Being the most common measure of R/S among the studies, R/S 

attendance was the R/S factor that most likely predicted a decline in depression, with 44% of 

the studies showing significantly less depression, 1% finding more, and 55% having non-

significant results. However, less evidence has been seen of the effect of R/S attendance on 

anxiety disorders. In a representative sample of 1,071 US adults, R/S attendance did not affect 

the odds of developing any anxiety disorders in a 10-year follow-up.55 

 Several extensive longitudinal studies have shown that R/S attendance not only protects 

against suicide ideation56 and attempts55 but also against completed suicides.57-59 In 

VanderWeele et al.’s (2016)58 study following 89,708 US female nurses over 17 years, 

attendance at religious services once per week or more yielded a five-fold lower suicide risk 

compared with no attendance (hazard ratio 0.16 [95% CI 0.06–0.46]), adjusted for 

sociodemographic factors. The effect was also independent of social integration, depressive 

symptoms, and alcohol consumption. 

 In their meta-analysis of studies on adolescents, Kelly et al. (2015)60 found a weak 

inverse relationship between R/S attendance and behaviors like alcohol use (overall average 

correlation based on 23 studies, r = −0.19 [95% CI −0.25–−0.14]) and drug use (overall 

average correlation based on 18 studies, r = −0.22 [95% CI −0.28–−0.16]). 

 

R/S attitudes, coping, belief, and importance 

Whereas R/S attendance clearly distinguishes itself as social aspects and dimensions of R/S, 

the private, personal, attitudinal, or psychological sides of R/S are diverse, overlapping, and 

challenging to treat logically as one or more disparate entities. Among the most investigated 

areas of these R/S aspects are (1) the importance of R/S, (2) positive R/S coping, (3) positive 

relationship with the divine, (4) intrinsic religiosity, (5) R/S experience, (6) private R/S 

practice, and (7) R/S beliefs. Spirituality or R/S well-being and R/S struggles are related 

dimensions but are treated separately in this summary. Hodapp and Zwingmann’s2 meta-

analysis found weak but significant correlations between several of these R/S aspects and 

better mental health in general: importance of R/S (based on 53 effect sizes, r = 0.06 [95% CI 

0.03– 0.09]), positive R/S coping (based on 27 effect sizes, r = 0.10 [95% CI 0.05–0.14]), 

positive relationship with the divine (based on 17 effect sizes, r = 0.06 [95% CI 0.01–0.11]), 
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and private R/S practice (based on three effect sizes, r = 0.21 [95% CI 0.06–0.35]). The meta-

analysis found no significant relationship with intrinsic religiosity, R/S experience, or R/S 

beliefs. 

 However, in longitudinal studies, the effect of R/S importance has been mixed. Braam 

and Koenig (2019)3 found the importance of R/S—measured in 32 studies—to predict 

significantly less depression in 34% of studies but had no significant effect in 63% of these. 

Also, a large prospective study found no impact of R/S importance on completed suicides.59 

Regarding private R/S practices, Braam and Koenig (2019),3 in their review of 28 

longitudinal studies, found no significant effect on depression in 75% of the studies, 

significantly less depression in 21%, and more in 4% of these. 

 In dealing with major life stressors, many people turn to R/S. Positive R/S coping 

strategies include, for instance, forgiveness, comfort, meaning, search for help, and 

benevolent reappraisals.54 Lucchetti et al. (2021)1 found some evidence for better mental 

health outcomes among patients using positive R/S coping strategies.1 However, in their 

systematic review of another 28 longitudinal studies, Braam and Koenig (2019)3 found 

positive R/S coping predicted less depression in only 21% of the studies, had a non-

significant effect in 71%, and predicted more depression in 7% of these. 

 Regarding the effect of psychological dimensions of R/S on non-suicidal self-injury 

(NSSI), Haney (2020)61 recently completed a meta-analysis of 15 samples consisting of 

24,767 participants aged 13 to 92. R/S measures used in the included studies were R/S beliefs, 

positive and negative R/S coping, R/S importance, spirituality, R/S well-being, and R/S 

affiliation. The meta-analysis found a negligible negative correlation between NSSI and R/S 

(aggregated effect size, using a random effects model, r = 0.10 [95% CI −0.14–−0.06]). 

 Kelly et al. (2015)60 also included general religiosity in their meta-analysis of 

adolescent studies on R/S and alcohol and drug use. The authors found an overall weak 

negative correlation between religiosity and alcohol use (based on 26 studies, r = −0.16 [95% 

CI −0.19–−0.12]) and drug use (based on 28 studies, r = −0.19 [95% CI −0.23–−0.15]). 

 

Spirituality and R/S well-being 

In their meta-analysis, Hodapp and Zwingmann (2019)2 found a weak correlation between 

R/S well-being and mental health in general (based on five effect sizes,  r = 0.15 [95% CI 

0.06–0.25]). Spirituality was not significantly associated with mental health (based on 15 

effect sizes). In prospective studies, Braam and Koenig (2019)3 found R/S well-being, based 

on 11 studies, predicted a significant decline in depression in 73% of the studies and no 
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significant effect in 27% of these. Based on another 12 studies reviewed by the same authors, 

other measures of spirituality were correlated with a significant decline in only 25% of the 

studies, no significant effect in 58%, and more depression in 17% of these.3 However, as 

mentioned above, any protective correlation between spirituality and mental health is likely 

tautological because the measures are confounded by positive emotions.3 

 

R/S struggles or negative R/S coping 

R/S struggles or negative R/S coping—aspects of R/S reflecting a problematic relationship 

with the deity or religious fellowship—are usually related to poorer mental health. In their 

review, Luchetti et al. (2021)1 found R/S struggles associated with lower life satisfaction, 

more anxiety and depressive symptoms, emotional distress, sleep disturbances, and suicidality 

in clinical samples. Also, Gerber, Boals, and Schuettler (2011),62 in their cross-sectional 

analysis of 1,016 college students, found negative religious coping related to PTSD 

symptoms. The model adjusted for gender, race, and other coping styles. 

 Braam and Koenig’s (2019)3 systematic review included 22 studies on the longitudinal 

effects of religious struggle/distress on depressive symptoms, and found that R/S struggle 

predicted significantly more depression over time in 59% of the studies, whereas 41% of 

these yielded non-significant results. The mean effect size was small to moderate (d = +0.30; 

median 0.23; SD 0.36; range −0.04 to 1.50). 

 Hodapp and Zwingmann’s (2019)2 meta-analysis of studies from the German-speaking 

world—using different mental health outcomes—also showed a considerable correlation 

between negative religious coping (based on 28 effect sizes) and poorer mental health (r+ = 

−0.21 [95% CI −0.25–−0.17], the negative score indicating poorer mental health). The 

authors’ analysis of studies regarding a negative image or negative relationship with God (12 

effect sizes) also yielded some correlation with poorer mental health (r+ = −0.16 [95% CI 

−0.22–−0.11]). 

 As noted previously, however, R/S struggles are associated with factors predisposing to 

depression and the measures are confounded by depressive symptoms.3 

 

R/S interventions 

Several meta-analyses have examined the effect of R/S-oriented interventions in 

psychotherapy,63-65 which may be relevant if the clients are religious or spiritually oriented 

and have consented to the intervention. Smith, Bartz, and Richards (2007)63 conducted a 

meta-analysis of 31 outcome studies—18 of which were randomized clinical trials—on R/S-
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oriented psychotherapies. The studies took place from 1984 to 2005 and included 1,845 

clients, mainly Christians and Muslims. Applied R/S treatment components included teaching 

R/S principles, client prayer, reading sacred texts, religious imagery, and spiritual meditation. 

Most interventions were cognitive or cognitive–behavioral therapy-based, and the rest applied 

humanistic or non-psychological religious teachings. Most experimental studies involved a 

control group with an equivalent secular therapeutic intervention. Typical clinical issues were 

anxiety disorders, depression, stress, or problems related to R/S. The authors found that R/S-

adapted psychotherapy may benefit religious/spiritual clients more effectively than secular 

psychotherapy (random-effects weighted average effect size: 0.56 [95% CI 0.43–0.70]). They 

also conducted analyses showing that any effect of possible publication bias did not threaten 

their overall results. 

 Oh and Kim (2012)64 published a meta-analysis of 21 spiritual intervention studies, 

which included 1,411 participants, examining biological, psychological (depression and 

anxiety), and spiritual outcomes. The authors found a moderate overall effect size on spiritual 

and psychological outcomes (d = −0.65–−0.76, p < 0.001), suggesting that spiritual 

intervention can relieve depression and anxiety. 

 Also, Gonçalves et al. (2015)65 undertook a systematic review and meta-analysis of 23 

randomized clinical trials on spiritual or religious (Catholic, Jewish, or Muslim) interventions 

in mental health care published between 2005 and 2013. The study included populations of 

sick and healthy people, representing a total sample size of 2,721 participants, and comprised 

techniques such as spiritual meditation, pastoral services, psychotherapy with R/S approaches, 

and audiovisual resources with R/S approaches. The majority of control groups were on 

standard treatment or waiting lists. The meta-analysis found a significant effect of spiritual 

meditation (based on seven studies) against anxiety symptoms (total inverse variance-

weighted [IV] standard mean difference: −0.48 [95% CI −0.68–−0.28]). Moreover, 

psychotherapy with R/S approaches (based on five studies) showed a significant effect against 

anxiety symptoms (total std. mean diff. IV: −0.35 [95% CI −0.65–−0.06]). The authors found 

no significant total effect of audiovisual resources with R/S approaches on anxiety symptoms 

(based on four studies). Finally, the meta-analysis revealed no significant total effects of 

spiritual meditation (based on four studies), psychotherapy with R/S approaches (based on 

five studies), or audiovisual resources with R/S approaches (based on eight studies) against 

depressive symptoms. The authors concluded that spiritual meditation and psychotherapy 

with R/S approaches yield additional benefits for treating anxiety symptoms, whereas the 

effect of R/S interventions on depressive symptoms is unclear. 
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 The 2021 review by Lucchetti et al.1 found evidence that R/S intervention reduced 

depression, anxiety, and hopelessness in patients with cancer weaker. The authors 

recommended more rigorous clinical trials to establish the efficacy of R/S interventions. 

 

R/S and mental health in Indigenous populations and other ethnic minorities 

The effects of R/S on mental health differ across ethnic groups, with minorities in North 

America being the most studied. Increasing evidence has suggested, for instance, that the 

favorable effects of R/S are stronger for Blacks than Whites.66 Assari and Lankarani (2018)67 

conducted a prospective study of a national US sample comprising 1,493 Black and White 

older adults. Compared to Whites, Blacks enjoyed significantly more favorable effects of 

religious social support on depressive symptoms. Research on R/S attendance among Latino 

Americans found that this factor, as among the majority population, is associated with less 

depression, anxiety, suicide ideation and attempts, and substance use disorder.66 

 Regarding the effects of R/S on Indigenous peoples, Running Bear et al. (2019)68 

conducted a cross-sectional study of 1,636 Northern Plains American Indians aged 15–54 

living on or near their reservation. The studied R/S dimension was called tribal cultural 

spirituality, defined as having perceptions, experiences, knowledge, and actions associated 

with American Indian cultural spiritual orientations, as opposed to the cognitive aspect of 

faith, often called the importance of R/S beliefs. The outcome was a compound measure of 

self-rated mental health, encompassing four major mental health dimensions: anxiety, 

depression, loss of behavioral/emotional control, and psychological well-being. The authors 

found that tribal cultural spirituality was associated with better self-rated mental health (β = 

7.07 [95% CI 4.98–9.17]), whereas R/S importance was not related to mental health.68 

 In a longitudinal clinical study of 191 American Indians (Anishinaabe with type 2 

diabetes) living on or close to a reservation, Gonzales et al. (2021)69 found that using prayer 

and R/S beliefs to cope with the stress of adverse life events predicted self-rated positive 

mental health six months later (β = 0.15 [95% CI 0.06–0.28]). Also, following American 

Indian beliefs was associated with less pro-drug attitudes among urban American Indian 

youth.5 In the same study, Native American Church affiliation was associated with a tendency 

to consume less alcohol and with less poly-drug use. Furthermore, following Christian beliefs 

was associated with less cigarette smoking and a tendency to drink less. Still, Christian church 

affiliation or attendance at religious services was not related to substance use.5 In a cross-

sectional study of 732 Native American adults living on reserves or reservations in the 
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northern Midwestern US and Ontario, Canada, Stone et al. (2006)70 found that involvement in 

and importance of traditional spirituality was associated with alcohol cessation. 

 Garroutte et al. (2003)71 conducted a cross-sectional study of 1,456 15–57-year-old 

members of an American Indian Northern Plains tribe living on or near a reservation. The 

authors found that high tribal cultural orientations were associated with fewer lifetime suicide 

attempts (OR = 0.5 [95% CI 0.3–0.9]) than low spiritual orientations. The model adjusted for 

sociodemographic factors, psychological distress, substance and alcohol abuse, and the 

importance of cultural spiritual and Christian beliefs. 

 Whereas most studies—as presented above—have indicated a favorable effect of R/S on 

mental health among ethnic minorities, some studies have found no such effect, or have found 

disadvantageous effects. Studying a sample of 1,628 individuals from three Asian-American 

subgroups, Ai, Appel, and Nicdao (2016)72 found R/S coping and R/S attendance were 

associated with better self-rated mental health among the Chinese but not in the Vietnamese 

or Filipino subgroups. Also, in the urban American Indian youth study mentioned above,5 the 

importance of spirituality was, in general, associated with pro-drug attitudes and a tendency 

toward poly-drug use. Finally, Stack and Cao (2020)4 conducted a cross-sectional study of a 

nationally representative sample comprised of 15,294 Indigenous Canadians—Inuit, First 

Nations persons living off reserve, and Métis. The authors found that affiliation with 

traditional Indigenous spirituality was significantly associated with lifetime suicide ideation 

compared with a lack of religious affiliation. Also, being Christian was no different from 

having no religious affiliation. The model adjusted for sociodemographic factors, social 

integration, psychiatric symptoms, drug abuse, and self-rated health.4 

 

Proposed mechanisms of R/S on mental health 

Although the effect of R/S on completed suicides is—at least partly—independent of social 

integration,58,73 one of the most commonly proposed mechanisms behind the impact of R/S on 

general mental health has been its framework of social support.74 For example, same-faith 

social bonds are known to be significantly likelier sources of help in times of need.75 Also, 

perceived and anticipated emotional support from the R/S fellowship is the only aspect of R/S 

social support significantly associated with less suicidal behavior.76 That is, the comfort of 

knowing about available support strengthens mental health more than the intensity of the 

contact itself.76  
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 Another central theory behind the mental health-protective effects of R/S is its essential 

part in the reorienting process of coping and meaning-making.74 Also, positive religious 

coping is known to have a role in developing post-traumatic growth.62 

 Furthermore, R/S is associated with several health behaviors—e.g., less alcohol and 

drug use—and virtues like forgiveness, gratefulness, and altruism, factors mediating the 

relationship between R/S and mental health.77 

 

Conclusion 

Although most studies have shown that R/S is associated with better mental health, R/S is a 

multidimensional and multilevel construct with a mixture of positive and negative effects. 

The impact of R/S may also vary between different populations. 

1.3.3. Religion/spirituality and mental health-service utilization and satisfaction 

Despite having poorer mental health, many religious and ethnic minorities and Indigenous 

peoples are often under-users of mental health services78-81 or have an increased risk of 

disengaging from treatment.82 This phenomenon is often a result of language and cultural 

barriers, the lack of culturally sensitive services, alternative conceptions of the etiology of 

mental disorders, social stigma, and mistrust of Western psychiatry.78,79,83 R/S is often an 

essential factor of attitudes toward mental health services, especially among ethnic 

minorities.78,83-91 

 Also, among American Indians, traditional healing is a significant and independent 

source of health care for mental health problems, and is used more often in this population 

than alternative and complementary medicine in the majority population.78 Besides, 

traditional healing is associated with high spirituality and strong American Indian identity 

scores.78 Among African Americans, the most religiously active ethnic group in the US,85 the 

Church is a strong social, psychological, and religious support system.84 The Church’s 

religious counseling services for mental health problems are an essential substitute for and are 

often preferred to professional mental health treatment in this population.84,85 

 This literature summary found two main rationales for the association between R/S and 

negative attitudes toward or the insufficient use of professional mental healthcare. The first is 

holding religious or spiritual beliefs about the etiology of mental disorders, as typically seen 

in Muslim and Asian minorities in Western countries. Professional help-seeking often 

depends on a scientific perception of mental disorders.83,86,91 The second is the belief in or use 

of R/S methods of handling mental health problems. For example, positive R/S coping, 
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finding meaning in suffering, and believing in the efficacy of R/S counseling for mental 

health problems are common among Filipino Americans,88 Latino Americans,89 and US rural 

veterans, respectively.92  

 However, studies on the relationship between R/S and the use of and attitudes toward 

mental health services have shown differing results. In some studies, the importance of R/S is 

associated with negative attitudes toward or insufficient use of mental health services, for 

instance, among US adolescents93 and African Americans.85 In other populations, R/S 

importance is related to the frequent use of professional mental health services, as among 

African immigrants in the US.94 Other studies have found no such associations—e.g., the US 

rural veteran study,92 another African American study,95 and a Canadian Latter Day Saints 

survey.96 R/S attendance was associated with the use of mental health services among Korean 

women but not in Korean men,97 in the latter African American sample,95 nor in the sample of 

Canadian Latter Day Saints.96 Finally, Smyth et al. (2022)82 recently conducted an extensive 

longitudinal study of 9,904 male users of two psychological treatment services in London. 

The authors categorized the participants by R/S affiliation and found that Christian men were 

at a lower risk of disengaging from treatment than non-religious men (RRR = 0.85 (95% CI 

0.72–1.00). Asian Muslim men, however, were at an increased risk of disengaging compared 

to non-religious men (RRR = 1.31 [95% CI 1.12–1.53]). 

 The association between R/S and mental health-service use and satisfaction differs 

across populations, R/S groups, and R/S dimensions. Nevertheless, this summary reveals 

some patterns. Among culturally integrated individuals in Western populations, R/S 

importance or self-ascription seems to be associated with accepting and using mental health 

services.82,98 On the other hand, within poorly integrated R/S groups in Western countries, 

R/S is related to the rejection of mental health services.82,83 Also, among African Americans 

affiliated with the Black Church, R/S indicators are related to negative attitudes toward 

mental health services.84,85 In non-Western populations, however, being Christian is 

associated with accepting mental health services, whereas non-Christian R/S is related to 

refusing mental health services.99-101 

1.4. Demographics and religion/spirituality in Arctic Norway 

1.4.1. Demographics of Arctic Norway 

This thesis uses the toponym Arctic Norway almost synonymously with North Norway. 

However, whereas the reader could not interpret the former term immediately, the latter 
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explicitly denotes Norway’s northernmost mainland region, comprising the provinces of 

Nordland, Troms, and Finnmark. Nordland is the county with the same name, while Troms 

and Finnmark constituted two separate counties from 1919 to 2020 but have since been one 

united bearing the name of both provinces. 

 The term Arctic has several meanings, all related to the circumpolar region of the 

midnight sun and polar night north of the Polar Circle, at about 66° 34'N. However, the 

southernmost part of North Norway lies below this line. Also, because of the warming 

influence of the North Atlantic Current, the ecological Arctic definition would not apply to all 

areas of North Norway. Furthermore, as an Arctic people having adapted to the region’s cold 

and extreme conditions, the Sámi do not live exclusively above the Polar Circle. Their 

traditional area includes the central and southern parts of Sweden and Norway and thus 

extends the cultural definition of the Arctic region. As this thesis studies the population of 

Sámi-Norwegian areas in both North and Central Norway, the term Arctic Norway is often 

more applicable than North Norway. 

 Most people living in Arctic Norway are ethnic Norwegians, speaking the majority 

Norwegian Indo-European language. The Sámi, the Indigenous people of northern and central 

Fennoscandia, living mainly in the northern parts of Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and the 

Russian Kola Peninsula, constitute a minority. They call their land Sápmi (in Northern Sámi), 

and although they speak a Finno-Ugric and Uralic language, archeological, genetic, and 

linguistic research supports their presence in the region since the Mesolithic.102-104 After being 

mainly hunters and gatherers until the end of the Medieval period, the Sámi have traditionally 

practiced reindeer nomadism, fishing, and farming.102 Although the exact size of the Sámi 

population is unknown, a crude estimate is 80,000–115,000, most of whom live in Norway.105 

An estimated 20,000 Sámi speak Sámi languages.105 Despite being a genetic outlier as a 

people,103 they are by appearance usually not significantly different from the majority 

population. 

 Another nationally recognized minority in Arctic Norway is the Kvens, traditionally 

farmers, foresters, and fishermen descended from Finnish immigrants in the region, especially 

during the 18th and 19th centuries. The estimated size of the Kven population ranges from a 

few thousand to 10,000.106 In 1845, the Sámi were still the majority ethnic group in what is 

today Finnmark.107 However, from the mid-19th to the mid-20th centuries, the Kvens and 

Sámi suffered from an enforced Norwegian governmental assimilation program.108 In the 

program’s last 50 years, the number of Sámi and Kven language users in Norway reduced by 

50% and 75%, respectively, with the near extinction of these languages in Troms County.109 
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 Apart from Norwegians, Sámi, and Kvens, 6.4% of the population in North Norway are 

either immigrants from non-Western countries or born to parents who immigrated from non-

Western countries (the national percentage in Norway is 11.2). Immigrants from other 

Western countries and their Norwegian-born children comprise 5.8% of the population in the 

region—and 7.7% nationally.110 

1.4.2. Religion/spirituality in Arctic Norway 

Until the end of the Viking Age, the northernmost Norse or North Germanic tribe, the 

Háleygir—inhabiting the outer coastal areas of Arctic Norway from Namdal to Troms—still 

practiced the polytheist Old Norse religion.111 Their conversion to Christianity was part of the 

unification of the Norwegian state in the early 11th century, including two royally led 

missionary campaigns to the region. The Christian mission, the movement of Christian 

Norwegians into the Sámi areas, and the erection of churches were closely connected to the 

Kingdom’s ambitions of dominion in the Arctic, in competition with the neighboring Sweden, 

Novgorod, and—from 1478—Moscow.111 It is still debated whether the Norwegian 

Christianization process was swiftly rooted in the people or parts of the Old Norse belief 

extended into the Lutheran Reformation—starting in 1536. The Sámi, however, do not seem 

to have been the main subjects of the Medieval Christian mission in Arctic Norway.111 

 The Sámi Indigenous religion was compatible or shared at least some similarities with 

the Old Norse religion. The Sámi enjoyed high respect among the Norse for their alleged 

magic skills, which they regarded as better than their own.112 We can tell from their drums, 

terminology, toponyms, and missionary accounts, that the Sámi Indigenous religion contained 

animism—including the use of sacrificial places in nature—and Noaidevuohta—named after 

their ritual specialist called noaidi (plural noaiddit) in the Northern Sámi language.113 

Through a trance condition, the noaidi—often using a ceremonial drum—could allegedly 

leave his body and travel throughout the visible and invisible world in search of knowledge or 

healing. Among his helpers were supposedly magic birds that could also harm other people.113 

Due to the Christianization of the Norse, the Sámi were subsequently regarded as pagans and 

idolaters. Henceforth, the two peoples’ formerly close relationship ended.112 However, several 

signs—e.g., keeping Catholic fast days and worshiping Mary—indicate a strong Roman 

Catholic influence on the Sámi in Scandinavia during the Medieval period despite their 

continued use of Indigenous religious practices.112 

 From the 16th century onwards, the Danish-Norwegian, Swedish, and Moscovian (since 

1721, the Imperial Russian) states accelerated their dividing of Sápmi among themselves, and 
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their missionary activities toward the Sámi intensified. The Eastern Sámi—from 

Varangerfjord and eastwards—were henceforth Christianized through Russian Orthodox 

missionary activity, whereas persecution of the Sámi noaiddit would characterize the Post-

Reformation period in Scandinavia.112 The 17th century was the Scandinavian era of Lutheran 

Orthodoxy—focused on eradicating so-called Catholic practices and pagan rites—and was the 

period of the Sámi mission in Sweden. The 18th century, characterized by Pietism’s focus on 

personal faith, ethical behavior, and spiritual experiences, was the time of the Sámi mission in 

Norway.112 The Norwegian missionary districts were established in 1724 and lasted until 

1814. 

 Sámi Indigenous religion, in the sense of the Sámi’s faith before the completion of the 

Christian mission of the 17th and 18th centuries, has received several problematic labels in 

the research literature. Although one might correctly describe a belief as relatively nature-

oriented, the term nature religion—along with so-called ethnic religion or pagan religion—

gives an association of something primitive in contrast to the cultures of historically more 

powerful civilizations. Also, the category (classical) of shamanism as a homogeneous and 

unitary form of R/S has never existed in real life. The term is a simple European classification 

of many different non-Western cultural phenomena perceived as exotic, primitive, or 

genuine.114 Still, we should respect the claim of some modern Sámi R/S practitioners to 

represent what they call Sámi shamanism.115 Furthermore, despite the Sámi’s status as 

missionary subjects at that time, using the terms pre-Christian or non-Christian to designate 

the Sámi religion of the 17th and 18th centuries is problematic. The sources mostly describe 

Christian, baptized Sámi practicing rituals with influences from Catholic, Orthodox, and 

Protestant Christendom and local non-Sámi Indigenous customs. Moreover, the descriptions 

are made by Lutheran Orthodox or Pietist theologians who served as scrutinizing 

representatives of majority cultures.112,114 

 In the second half of the 19th century, the Laestadian revival—a conservative, Lutheran 

congregationalist lay movement—swept the northern parts of Sweden, Finland, and Norway. 

The movement arose in the Finnish/Kven and Sámi-speaking milieu around the Swedish-

Sámi state church vicar Lars Levi Laestadius (1800–1861) and later spread to Swedes and 

Norwegians, the rest of Finland, and North America. The estimated total number of 

Laestadians worldwide today is about 180,000.116 However, the precise number is impossible 

to assess due to Nordic countries’ lack of membership lists. Laestadius was a zealous 

abstentionist who referred to alcohol as “liquid devil shit” (wuotawa pirun paska) even in his 

sermons (e.g., on the 2nd Sunday after Epiphany 1852).117 Thus, in its early years, 
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Laestadianism was a temperance movement that reduced alcohol consumption in its 

settlement areas.118 

 Laestadianism’s influence on the Sámi people has been more extensive than its effect on 

any other nation.118 Some scholars even claim that the revival, in a way, represented the 

definitive and inner completion of Sámi Christianization.119 However, the myth of a Sámi 

nature religion, allegedly having changed little since the pre-Christian era and surviving 

disguised under Laestadian Christianity,120 needs empirical evidence and lacks support among 

historians of religion.121 The movement’s pietist revivalist theology—focusing on the 

personal conversion from dead knowledge to living faith—translated religious conversion into 

the social context by rejecting mainstream society’s conduct and ideals and accepting the 

Indigenous people’s traditional values.122 Like no other ethnic group, the Sámi embraced 

Laestadianism and adopted it as their version of Christianity.118 During the assimilation 

period, many Sámi and Kvens sought refuge in the movement, where their culture was 

accepted and their languages widely used.122 Due to conflicts concerning leadership, activity 

organization, and theology, the Laestadian movement split—partly geographically—into 

several subgroups around 1900.119 In Norway, the movement mainly comprises the West 

Laestadians or “First-born”—their core area being Ofoten and Lofoten—the East Laestadians 

in the Alta area, and the Lutheran Laestadians in the Lyngen area, from Tromsø to West 

Finnmark. The latter group experienced further fractioning in the 1990s, resulting in social 

and personal conflicts, bitterness, and divided communities and families.123 

 Several observations suggest that the Sámi are still more committed to R/S today than 

the majority population in Arctic Norway. They are more often affiliated with the Laestadian 

Revival Movement than non-Sámi,6 and the movement is believed to cause the higher 

religious attendance rate in Sámi compared to non-Sámi municipalities in Finnmark.7 When 

comparing the register of voters for the Sámi Parliament of Norway124 with the service 

attendance rate per member of the Established Church125 in the districts of Finnmark and 

Troms, the municipalities with the highest percentage of Sámi voters also have the highest 

religious participation rate in the area. 

 Until 1845, Evangelical Lutheranism was the only legal confession in Norway and has 

remained the dominant belief in the Nordic region and Sápmi, even after the abolition of state 

religion in Finland (1809), Sweden (2000), and Norway (2012).126 Sámi and Laestadians have 

historically been part of their country’s established church. Despite increasing R/S 

pluralism127 in Norwegian society during the past 50 years, two-thirds of the population are 

still members of the Established Church125—the former State Church—and Christendom has 
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remained the major religion.127 However, secularization has been a significant religious trend 

in Norway, like in many Western countries. On the societal level, this process means that as 

the ties between the State and Church loosen, religion is privatized and becomes less of a 

public concern. On the internal level, the denominations experience a development of moral 

and dogmatic liberalism, and the members become more like the general population. Also, 

despite high denominational membership rates, people in general society are religiously less 

engaged and fewer find R/S relevant.126 A final characteristic of today’s Norwegian society is 

R/S individualization and subjectivation, which means that individuals are less dependent on 

religious institutions and their doctrines and believe and practice as they like.127 

 However, the R/S development in Norway and the rest of the Nordic countries is a 

complex process on different levels, including a pattern of R/S becoming a more visible topic 

in public debates in media and parliaments,126 especially concerning certain conservative 

religious elements,127 suggesting a simultaneous deprivatization of religion.126 An example of 

the discussion is the democratic dilemma that freedom of speech means freedom from 

religion.128 Furthermore, since the 1990s, churches and R/S organizations have become more 

socially active and politically involved in, for instance, poverty, climate, and exclusion 

issues.127,128 These observations are in accord with the replacement of the secularization 

theory—the proposition that modernity must bring about a decline of religion—by a 

desecularization, religious complexity, or pluralization theory.126,129 

 There have been some recent religious movements among the Sámi, typically in the 

urban contexts of Southern Norway. Contextual theology has received some position after the 

1990s, and Sámi shamanism has been around since the beginning of the 21st century, for 

instance, as a search for identity, claiming Sámi land rights, or in combination with 

performing or visual arts, offerings of healing sessions, or tourism.115 

1.5. Mental health and mental help-seeking behavior in Arctic Norway 

1.5.1. Mental health in Arctic Norway 

Some unfavorable mental health outcomes have been associated with the general population 

of Arctic Norway compared to the Norwegian national mean. For instance, Finnmark had the 

highest suicide rate among the Norwegian counties from 1987 to 2016.130 Also, in 2009, the 

number of involuntary commitments in psychiatric hospitals per 10,000 inhabitants (18 years 

or older) peaked nationally in Troms and Finnmark.131 Furthermore, the Arctic counties had 
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among the country’s highest use of primary health care for mental symptoms and disorders 

(per 1,000 inhabitants) among individuals aged 15–24 years.132 

 However, most studies on mental health in Arctic Norway have focused on the 

Indigenous population. Research has shown that the Sámi, like other Indigenous Circumpolar 

peoples, have poorer mental health than their fellow citizens from the majority population, 

despite better mental health compared to, for instance, the Inuit in Alaska and Greenland.133 A 

register study by Silviken, Haldorsen, and Kvernmo (2006)8 of the period from 1970 to 1998 

found that the adult Sámi of Arctic Norway had a 30% higher suicide mortality rate—with a 

peak among males aged 15–24 years—compared to non-Sámi. However, the rate was not 

significantly higher among the nomadic reindeer-herding Sámi. 

 In a study of 4,881 Sámi and non-Sámi adolescents in all junior high schools in North 

Norway from 2003 to 2005 (The Norwegian Arctic Adolescents Health Study [NAAHS]), 

Reigstad and Kvernmo (2017)9 found that Sámi youth reported more suicide attempts, 

concurrent adversities, suicide among friends, and adult and youth violence than their non-

Sámi peers. Sørvold (2017),10 in another NAAHS publication that included 3,987 

respondents, found that the Sámi youth reported more suicidal thoughts than non-Sámi. These 

two studies reproduced findings in a smaller and older study showing an insignificantly 

higher prevalence of suicide ideation and attempts among Sámi adolescents than non-Sámi.134 

Among Swedish Sámi, young adults were also found to have a significantly increased 

occurrence of suicide ideation, death wishes, and life weariness, including an insignificantly 

higher prevalence of suicide attempts compared to their majority Swedish peers.135 

 Regarding non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI), another NAAHS study by Eckhoff, Sørvold, 

and Kvernmo (2019)136 of 4,881 10th graders found that the NSSI lifetime prevalence (30%) 

among Sámi adolescents was not significantly different from that of non-Sámi peers. The 

authors confirmed the findings of a study from 1990 on self-harm irrespective of suicidal 

intent among 487 Sámi and non-Sámi 13–16-year-old adolescents in Finnmark.137 

 Eriksen et al. (2018)11 conducted an extensive study of 10,790 Sámi and non-Sámi 

adults from Sámi-Norwegian areas in Northern and Central Norway (The SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey). The authors found the prevalence of symptoms of anxiety, depression, 

and post-traumatic stress, as well as exposure to emotional, physical, and sexual violence 

during childhood, to be significantly higher among both Sámi females and males compared to 

the majority population. 

 Quantitative and qualitative studies have explored possible causes of poorer mental 

health among the Sámi. In a quantitative study by Hansen and Sørlie (2012),138 the experience 
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of more frequent and severe discrimination and socioeconomic conditions were found as 

some attributable factors. In a qualitative study by Stoor et al. (2015),139 suicide among Sámi 

was seen as a result of the loss of Sámi identity. 

1.5.2. Mental health-service use and satisfaction in Arctic Norway 

There have been few studies on mental health-service utilization and satisfaction across ethnic 

groups in Arctic Norway. However, despite their poorer mental health conditions and 

relatively equal access to mental health services compared to the majority population,140 the 

Sámi are underrepresented among users of mental health services in Northern Norway, for 

instance, among Sámi adolescents with behavioral problems,141 and in treatment facilities for 

alcohol and substance abuse.142 Nevertheless, the few studies behind these findings are old 

and show low generalizability. A somatic healthcare expenditure analysis found no significant 

differences between Norway’s Sámi and non-Sámi municipalities.140 Møllersen, Sexton, and 

Holte (2005)143 conducted a study on mental health services in the district of Finnmark, 

including 347 patients and 32 therapists. The authors found that neither drop-out rates nor 

patients’ perceptions of therapeutic alliance were related to ethnicity. However, in the large 

population-based 2003–2004 SAMINOR 1 Study, which included 15,612 respondents aged 

36–79 years, Nystad, Melhus, and Lund (2006)144 found that Sámi-speaking patients were less 

satisfied with their local general practitioner than their Norwegian-speaking counterparts. 

Finally, in the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey, Eriksen (2017)145 found that non-Sámi 

male victims of emotional, physical, or sexual violence were twice as likely as Sámi males to 

confide the event to a professional. The author discussed Sámi gender roles and values of 

male endurance of hardship and pain as possible explanations. 

1.6. Religion/spirituality and mental health and mental help-seeking behavior in 

Arctic Norway 

R/S and mental health, or mental help-seeking behavior, is a poorly explored subject in 

Norway and the Nordic countries. The only previous Nordic study identified by this author is 

a population-based study from 1990 by Årnes et al. (1996)12 on R/S and mental health among 

4,387 adults in Finnmark—part of the current study area. The authors found that persons 

affiliated with a Laestadian congregation reported significantly more insomnia, the use of 

psychiatric medication, and poorer self-reported health compared to individuals affiliated with 

the Established Church. However, the study did not adjust for Sámi ethnicity, a factor that the 

authors discussed as a relevant confounder. 
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 Among the Sámi, just like in other ethnic groups committed to R/S,83,86,91 mental 

disorders are often perceived differently than in the majority population and are sometimes 

believed to represent punishment from God or evil spirits sent by other persons.14-17 

Traditional healing is a commonly used and free-of-charge service in Arctic Norway for 

mental and physical health problems.17 The healing procedure (literally called reading or 

lesing in Norwegian) typically involves the reading of a biblical text, a prayer, an 

instrument—e.g., a knife—and some form of action—e.g., the laying of hands or the throwing 

of an object against a surge, symbolizing the power of the Word.146 Especially in Sámi areas, 

traditional healing plays a significant role in local society and is a well-known and accepted 

healthcare modality among local professional health workers.147 This healing tradition is a 

religious and spiritual phenomenon that also existed as part of the Noaidevuohta until the 

completion of the Christian mission in the 17th and 18th centuries.113 The historical transition 

process of the Sámi healing office from the noaidi to the modern-day healer is unknown.17 

However, the present Sámi healing institution is an integrated part of Christian cultural 

heritage15,17,148 and many respected healers are also Laestadian leaders.17 

  Sørlie and Nergård (2005)149 conducted a clinical study of 68 Sámi and Norwegian 

patients admitted to psychiatric emergency and intermediate wards at the University Hospital 

of Northern Norway from 2000 to 2002. The study included both voluntary and involuntary 

commitments, with 22% of the patients having an initial Global Assessment of Functioning 

(GAF) score at a psychotic level (< 40/100). Compared to the Norwegian patients, the authors 

found that the Sámi patients scored significantly higher on religious-mindedness, a measure 

including how much they had found support in their belief, if they had searched for spiritual 

help, and whether they had used prayer for their health during their hospital stay. The use of 

traditional helpers was also more frequent among the Sámi than the Norwegians, with 37% of 

Sámi patients having used traditional helpers during the current mental crisis, which was 2.7 

times more frequent than among the Norwegian patients. Despite no significant differences 

between the ethnic groups regarding the type and amount of treatment or symptom change 

during the hospital stay, the Sámi patients reported less satisfaction with all explored 

treatment parameters, including treatment alliance, contact with staff, information, and global 

treatment satisfaction. 

 Later, Sexton and Sørlie (2008)18 conducted a cross-sectional study of 186 Sámi and 

Norwegian psychiatric patients in Finnmark and Northern Troms, 84% of whom were treated 

as outpatients. The authors found that at some point in their life, 50% of the Sámi patients had 

contacted therapists or helpers outside the professional health services, in person or by phone, 
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for psychological problems. This was significantly higher than within the Norwegian group 

(31%). The authors regarded such helpers or therapists as traditional or complementary 

healing modalities. The Sámi users also reported higher R/S importance and were less 

satisfied with their psychiatric treatment than the Sámi patients who had not used traditional 

or complementary healers. 

 Besides being an influential religious element in the region’s Indigenous population, the 

teetotalist Laestadian Revival Movement is an essential social factor for large swaths of the 

Sámi people.6,150 It is believed to cause lower alcohol consumption in Sámi municipalities in 

Finnmark.6,7 Spein et al. (2011),6 in their 1994–1995 North Norwegian Youth Study, found 

that Laestadian affiliation and R/S importance were associated with less drinking and more 

abstinence among non-Sámi and Sámi 15–19-year-old high school students. On the flip side, 

however, and according to the Laestadian acceptance of tobacco, Spein, Sexton, and Kvernmo 

(2004a)151 found in their study more experimental smoking among the Laestadian-affiliated 

Sámi. Moreover, in the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey from 2012, Eriksen et al. (2015)13 

found that Laestadian adherence or family background (combined variable) was associated 

with higher lifetime exposure to physical, emotional, or sexual violence (pooled variable) 

among women when adjusted for sociodemographics, including Sami self-ascription. 

1.7. Research aims 

The primary objective of this project was to explore the relationship between R/S, ethnicity, 

suicidal behavior, and non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) in the mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult 

population of Arctic Norway. The second aim was to study the association between R/S and 

help-seeking behavior in this context, measured by mental health-service utilization and 

satisfaction. 
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2. Methods 

 

As the only previous study on the association between R/S and mental health in this region 

was published in 1996, the research topic could benefit from new qualitative and quantitative 

studies. Preferably, initial qualitative methods could provide more insight into the issues, 

generate hypotheses, and guide the planning of an observational quantitative pilot study, 

facilitating more extensive quantitative analytic studies.152 Although it does not offer evidence 

of a temporal relationship between risk factors and disease nor is ideal for hypothesis testing, 

a cross-sectional survey is relatively quick, easy to perform, and helpful for hypothesis 

generation and preparing the way for future longitudinal studies.152 As the author—as a 

Sámi—is an insider of the study population, a quantitative study risks less author bias than a 

qualitative approach. Also, a cross-sectional analysis is appropriate in this state of knowledge. 

However, based on the study results from other populations, the sample needs to be large and 

include at least several thousand participants. 

 As this project could benefit from existing statistical material from an extensive cross-

sectional population-based questionnaire survey already conducted in the concerned 

population, the author did not need to collect new data. 

2.1. Sample 

The data sample was derived from the Population-Based Study on Health and Living 

Conditions in Regions with Sámi and Norwegian Populations—The SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey.153 The survey succeeded the SAMINOR (1) Survey from 2003–2004 

and was conducted in 2012 by the Centre for Sámi Health Research, UiT—The Arctic 

University of Norway. The SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey aimed to explore the health 

and living conditions of Sámi and non-Sámi populations. The survey is the most essential and 

extensive (n = 11,600) population-based study of Sámi areas, and by November 2023, it had 

contributed to 12 scientific papers and one PhD thesis. For the survey, all residents aged 18 to 

69 years in 25 municipalities or municipality subdivisions with mixed Sámi and Norwegian 

settlements in Central and North Norway were invited. The following municipalities (or 

municipality subdivisions) were included (listed from south-west to north-east): Røros 

(Brekken), Snåsa (Vinje), Røyrvik, and Namskogan (Trones and Furuly), Grane (Majavatn), 

Hattfjelldal (Hattfjelldal), Tysfjord, Narvik (Vassdalen), Evenes, Skånland, Lavangen, 

Lyngen, Storfjord, Kåfjord, Kvænangen, Kautokeino, Alta, Loppa, Kvalsund, Porsanger, 

Karasjok, Lebesby, Tana, Nesseby, and Sør-Varanger. The overall response rate was 27%, but 
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below 11% for those aged 30 and younger. The complete SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey 

data set comprises 11,600 participants, of whom 33.9% have Sámi affiliation, and 68.6% are 

from Finnmark, 18% from Troms, 7.8% from Nordland, and 5.5% from Trøndelag districts.153 

2.2. Procedure 

Using study samples from the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey, this project conducted 

three studies organized as Paper I and Paper II, published in July 2021, and Paper III, 

published in June 2023. 

2.2.1. Paper I 

Religion and Health in Arctic Norway: the association of religious and spiritual factors 

with suicidal behaviour in a mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult population – the SAMINOR 

2 Questionnaire Survey 

The study, using a SAMINOR 2 subsample of 11,222 participants, analyzed the associations 

between R/S factors (religious attendance, congregational affiliation, Laestadian family 

background, and R/S importance and view of life) and lifetime suicide ideation and attempts, 

age at the first attempt, motives, and the number of attempts. Multivariate-adjusted regression 

models were applied considering sociodemographics, Sámi background and self-ascription, 

and health-related risk factors. 

2.2.2. Paper II 

Religion and Health in Arctic Norway: the association of religious and spiritual factors 

with non-suicidal self-injury in the Sami and non-Sami adult population – the SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey 

The study used a SAMINOR 2 subsample of 10,717 responders. It examined the association 

of R/S factors (religious attendance, congregational affiliation, Laestadian family background, 

and R/S importance and view of life) with non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI). It also applied 

multivariate-adjusted regression models and mediation analyses to explore how religious 

participation transmits its effect on NSSI through violence exposure and psychological 

distress. 
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2.2.3. Paper III 

The association of religious factors with mental health-service utilisation and satisfaction 

in a mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult population: adopting the SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey 

The study used a SAMINOR 2 subsample of 2,364 individuals. It analyzed the associations 

between R/S factors (religious attendance, R/S importance and view of life, Laestadian 

adherence, and Laestadian family background) and past-year mental health-service utilization 

and satisfaction among individuals reporting mental health problems, substance use, or 

addictive behaviors. Multivariate-adjusted regression models considering sociodemographic 

factors, including Sámi ethnicity, were applied. 

2.3. Instruments and variables 

The SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey applied a self-administered questionnaire on paper 

sent by mail to all participants and provided a corresponding web-based version. The 

questionnaire included 97 questions regarding physical and mental health, lifestyle factors, 

and socio-economic and living conditions. It was written in Norwegian and in the Sámi 

language relevant to the area: Southern Sámi, Lule Sámi, or Northern Sámi. 

2.3.1. Mental health outcome variables 

 

Lifetime prevalence of suicide ideation 

The question covering suicide ideation was: “Have you considered taking your life?” The 

possible answers were “Yes, during the past year,” “Yes, earlier,” and “No, never.” Due to the 

small number of positive answers concerning past year ideation (n = 303), the data were 

pooled into a dichotomous variable: lifetime prevalence of suicide ideation vs. no lifetime 

suicide ideation. 

 

Lifetime prevalence of suicide attempts 

The question “Have you tried to take your life?” tapped suicide attempts, the possible answers 

being “Yes, during the past year,” “Yes, earlier,” and “No, never.” Due to the small number 

of positive answers regarding past year attempts (n = 26), the data were pooled into a 

dichotomous variable: lifetime prevalence of suicide attempts vs. no lifetime attempts.  
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Suicide motives 

A question assessing the suicide motives had three multiple-choice answers: “A clear wish to 

die,” “The situation felt unbearable,” and “I wanted help from someone.” Only responders 

explicitly reporting suicide attempts were included. 

 

Age at first suicide attempt 

We included only responders explicitly reporting suicide attempts. 

 

Total number of suicide attempts 

Only responders explicitly reporting suicide attempts were included. 

 

Lifetime prevalence of non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) 

The question tapping non-suicidal self-injury was: “Have you injured yourself deliberately?” 

with the possible answers being “Yes, during the past year,” “Yes, earlier,” and “No, never.” 

The results were pooled into a dichotomous variable: lifetime prevalence of NSSI vs. no 

lifetime NSSI. We excluded respondents reporting suicide attempts and used this variable for 

Paper II only. 

 

Past-year suicide attempts, suicide ideation, or self-injury 

For Paper III, a pooled dichotomous variable of past-year suicide attempts, ideation, or (non-

suicidal) self-injury (yes or no) was created. 

 

Psychological distress  

The Hopkins Symptom Checklist-10 (HSCL-10) is a short instrument tapping symptoms of 

psychological distress during the past four weeks. The HSCL-10 consists of two subscales, 

anxiety symptoms (five items) and depression symptoms (five items), giving a total score 

from 0 to 4 measuring overall psychological distress. A total score above the clinical cut-off 

level of 1.85 predicts mental disorder.154 The instrument and its cut-off level are validated for 

Norwegian and Sámi populations, including subgroups with a Sámi family background 

without Sámi self-ascription.155 

 

Problematic drinking behavior 

The questionnaire tapped three indicators of possible problematic drinking behavior: past-year 

periodic drinking patterns, drinking four times or more per week during the past year, and 
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past month alcohol intoxication three times or more. A pooled dichotomous variable of 

problematic drinking behavior (yes or no) was created. 

  

Drug use 

A pooled dichotomous variable of past-year use of hashish or illegal drugs (yes or no) was 

created. 

 

Problematic gambling behavior 

The questionnaire tapped three indicators of possible problematic gambling behavior: past-

year need to gamble with increasing amounts of money, lying to intimates about gambling 

activities, or returning to gamble after losing money. A pooled dichotomous variable of past-

year problematic gambling (yes or no) was made. 

 

Past year use of mental health services 

The questionnaire tapped respondents’ past-year use of mental health services, the questions 

being: “During the past 12 months, have you been examined or treated for mental health 

problems at a psychiatric hospital, district psychiatric center, private specialist, or none?” The 

respondents could check off separately for the different categories. The positive answers were 

summarized and a dichotomous variable made: past-year mental health-service utilization vs. 

no past-year use of such services.  

 For the analyses of mental health-service utilization in Paper III, only respondents 

revealing current mental health problems, substance use, or addictive behaviors were 

included. Mental health problems were defined as reports of at least one of the following 

difficulties: past-year suicide attempt, suicide ideation, or (non-suicidal) self-injury, or past-

month psychological distress. Substance use and addictive behaviors were defined by reports 

of at least one of the following difficulties: past-year use of drugs, problematic drinking 

behavior, or problematic gambling behavior. To allow for other mental health problems not 

revealed or covered by available questions, the analyses included all persons reporting past-

year use of mental health services, thus expanding the Paper III subsample by 179 individuals. 

 

Mental health-service satisfaction 

The survey questions regarding mental health-service satisfaction were not explicitly 

addressed to past-year users of mental health services only. Thus, the answers may have 

included reports concerning previous years: “All in all, how satisfied are you with the care 
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and treatment you received?” The respondents checked off on a Likert scale from 0 (least 

satisfied) to 10 (most satisfied), and a final dichotomous variable of mental health-service 

satisfaction: “little satisfaction” (0–5) or “moderate to high satisfaction” (6–10) was made. 

2.3.2. Religious/spiritual exposure variables 

The measures of R/S in the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey are suitable for studying 

social, cultural, and private aspects of a religiously homogeneous Norwegian study population 

dominated by pietist-influenced or traditional Lutheranism—particularly the Established 

Church.156 Laestadian affiliation was also explored due to its historical importance in the 

study area.122 

 

Religious attendance rate 

The R/S attendance rate during the past six months at (a) a church, (b) congregation house, or 

(c) other religious building was reported separately as “more than three times a month,” “1–3 

times a month,” “1–6 times,” or “never.” The total participation rate at all three building 

categories was pooled and categorized as “regularly” (once per month or more often in the 

past six months, as rural church services are usually held once or twice a month157), 

“irregularly” (1–6 times in the past six months), or “never or rarely” (not in the past six 

months). Due to the small sample of Paper III, the “regularly” and “irregularly” categories 

were pooled into one category, “religious attendance” (once or more during the past six 

months). 

 

Congregational affiliation: five variables 

Regarding personal adherence to a religious group or fellowship of belief, the respondents 

could check off one or more categories: “Established Church,” “Laestadian congregation,” 

“other religious congregation,” “non-religious denomination,” and “not a member of any 

denomination.” Five dummy variables of congregational affiliation were made accordingly. 

 

Laestadian family background 

Laestadian family background may indicate Laestadianism as a possible cultural affiliation 

and psychosocial factor during childhood, for instance, influencing drinking behavior.6,158 The 

congregational adherence question was repeated for grandparents and both parents, yielding a 

variable of Laestadian family background by at least one parent or grandparent versus other 

family backgrounds. 
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R/S importance and view of life 

The final R/S parameter was a scale combining the view of life (atheist, agnostic, or believer 

in a god) and religious importance or commitment (religious or not-so-devoted believer) and 

comprised four categories: “I am a believer/confessing or personally Christian” (referred to as 

“religious”), “I believe there is a god, but religion is not so important in my everyday life” 

(“less devoted believer”), “Unsure,” and “I do not believe there is any god” (“non-believer”). 

2.3.3. Sociodemographic control variables 

The sociodemographic factors included gender, age, education level (1–9 years; 10–12 years; 

13–15 years; > 15 years), total household gross income (< NOK 301,000; NOK 301,000–

NOK 750,000; > NOK 750,000), living arrangement (living with someone or alone), 

municipality, and ethnicity. 

 

Ethnicity 

Sámi ethnicity is not only related to sociodemographic factors usually adjusted for in 

epidemiological studies—e.g., lower levels of education and income159,160—but also 

attendance at boarding schools, ethnic discrimination, bullying,159 and exposure to emotional, 

physical, and sexual violence.13,161 Also, due to “Norwegianization,” many individuals with a 

Sámi family background consider themselves Norwegian, not Sámi. The total effect of this 

assimilation on mental health in this group has not yet been investigated but is assumed to be 

significant.108 Thus, adjustment for Sámi ethnicity and family background is relevant. 

 The ethnicity report included home language (of the respondent, parents, and all 

grandparents), ethnic background (of the respondent and both parents), and self-ascription 

(the multiple-choice alternatives being Norwegian, Sámi, Kven, and other). The final ethnic 

categories in Paper I and Paper II were “non-Sámi” (89.7% unmixed Norwegian self-

ascription and 7.1% non-Norwegians), “Sámi self-ascription,” and “Sámi background without 

Sámi self-ascription” (95.4% Norwegian self-ascription) considering the effect of 

assimilation.108 The individuals of Kven self-ascription, being considerably few (n = 349, 

comprising 3.1% of the total sample) and mainly ethnically mixed (85.1%), were divided 

among the non-Sámi (n = 125), the Sámi (n = 162), and the Sámi background categories (n = 

62) according to their alternative ethnic self-ascriptions. Due to the small study sample, the 

ethnicity variable in Paper III had only two categories based on the subjective criteria162 in the 

participants’ reporting of their ethnic self-ascription and personal ethnic background. The 

final ethnic categories of Paper III were “Sámi” (Sámi self-ascription or ethnic background, 
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including 16.2% bi-ethnic Kvens) and “non-Sámi” (mainly ethnic Norwegians and 4.1% 

Kvens). 

 Regarding Paper III, Sámi-speaking patients may be less satisfied with health 

services.144 However, significance tests of Sámi as the home language (n = 336) showed no 

significant association between home language and the outcome variables in the bivariate and 

multivariate analyses. Therefore, Sámi home language was not included in the presented 

models. 

2.3.4. Health-related control variables 

Laestadian and many other R/S groups endorse health-related norms—e.g., related to alcohol 

and substance use and extramarital sexual intercourse—and social modeling of healthy 

behaviors. These are lifestyle factors that potentially affect the mental health outcome 

variables, and some of these have been included as control variables in the analyses to adjust 

for such effects. First, tobacco use and alcohol consumption are well-known risk factors for 

suicidal behavior163,164 and relevant confounders when studying a temperance movement like 

Laestadianism. Also, less alcohol consumption is a known partial mediator of the protective 

effect of R/S attendance on completed suicides.58 Furthermore, self-rated health (SRH) 

measures general health, and poor SRH is a risk factor for suicide165 and is associated with 

suicidal thoughts in Sámi adolescents in Norway.166 Finally, exposure to emotional, physical, 

or sexual violence is a well-known strong risk factor for suicidal behavior167 and relevant 

confounders explaining the low prevalence of suicidal behavior in R/S social settings. 

 

Smoking and snuffing 

Smoking and snuffing were tapped separately, the possible answers being “never,” “former,” 

“sometimes,” or “daily,” and finally pooled and categorized as “never or previously” 

(snuffing or smoking), “current cigarette or snuff user” (either snuffing or smoking—daily or 

occasionally), or “current dual user” (snuffing and smoking—daily or occasionally). 

 

Drinking frequency 

Past-year drinking frequency was reported on an eight-point scale and categorized as “never 

or not during the past year,” “a few times to weekly,” or “more than two times per week.” 
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Self-rated health (SRH) 

SRH was reported on a four-point scale from “poor” (1) to “very good” (4) and then 

dichotomized into “good” or “poor.” 

 

Violence exposure 

Lifetime exposure to emotional, physical, or sexual violence was reported separately for the 

past year, earlier in adulthood, and during childhood, and then merged into a dichotomous 

variable of lifetime violence exposure vs. no violence exposure.13 

2.4. Statistical analyses 

For the statistical analyses in Paper I and Paper II, Stata version 16 was used, and for Paper 

III, Stata version 17. Using a 5% significance level, chi-square tests were applied to estimate 

the unadjusted total effect of the different R/S categories on suicide attempts, suicide ideation, 

NSSI, psychological distress, mental health-service utilization, and mental health-service 

satisfaction. Pairwise comparisons were conducted with ANOVA, t-tests, and Bonferroni tests 

to compute differences across the continuous variables. 

 Mixed-effect logistic regression models—including sociodemographic and (for Paper I 

and Paper II) health-related risk factors—were used to estimate the association of all R/S 

categories (together and one by one) with suicide ideation, suicide attempts, suicide motives, 

NSSI, psychological distress, mental health-service utilization, and mental health-service 

satisfaction. Differences across gender and ethnic categories were analyzed by including 

terms for interaction effects between ethnicity and each of the R/S factors in the regression 

models. Municipality was added as a random effect in the analyses, considering local clusters 

of poorer mental health and assumed unmeasured differences, including variations between 

the Laestadian groups. As a quality control of the models, corresponding fixed-effect logistic 

regression analyses—excluding municipality from the models—was also undertaken.  

 To adjust for age-dependent NSSI recall bias in Paper II, a logistic regression model of 

reporting lifetime NSSI as a function of age was used, and then the inverse-probability 

weights (IPW) was computed.168 In the IPW method, for participants reporting NSSI, the 

weight is equal to the reciprocal of the predicted probability of recounting NSSI. For 

participants not recounting NSSI, the weight equals the reciprocal of the predicted probability 

of not reporting NSSI. Thus, the oldest responders reporting NSSI and the youngest 

responders not recounting NSSI received more weight in the analysis. The regression models 

were tested in Paper II with and without the IPW term. 
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 The mechanisms by which religious attendance affects NSSI were studied through 

mediation analyses in Paper II. Mediation analysis examines the potential pathways through 

which a predictor influences an outcome. These pathways are intervening variables or 

mediators, at least partially transmitting the effect to the response variable.169 An important 

note is that mediation analysis cannot prove causality. It requires some necessary fundamental 

conditions, such as association, temporal precedence of the cause before the effect, isolation 

of confounders, and no interaction effects of predictors and mediators.169 Thus, the paper’s 

mediation model presupposed that the religious participation rate during the past six months 

corresponded to a lifelong pattern, a premise with some evidence.170 It was likewise presumed 

that clinical levels of psychological distress (symptoms of anxiety and depression) during the 

past four weeks represented anxiety and depression earlier in life.171 The first step of the 

mediation analysis was to establish a conceptual model showing how violence exposure (M1) 

and symptoms of anxiety and depression (M2) potentially mediate the effect of religious 

attendance (Xn) on NSSI (Y).172 Sociodemographic factors (C1-6), being potential confounders, 

were included in the model, comprising one direct (c') and two mediated indirect effect paths 

of interest (a1b1 and a2b2). The total effect of religious participation on NSSI—adjusted for 

sociodemographic factors—is the sum of the impact of the direct and indirect paths (a1b1 + 

a2b2 + c', Paper II, Figure 2). For the mediation analyses, regression models estimated the 

adjusted effect of R/S attendance on psychological distress (anxiety and depression 

symptoms) and violence exposure, respectively. The effect size of the mediated indirect effect 

of religious participation on NSSI was reported as a ratio of the total sociodemographics-

adjusted effect.173 

2.5. Ethical considerations 

This project was approved by the Norwegian Regional Committees for Medical and Health 

Research Ethics (reference code 2006/1766/REK nord). Moreover, the SAMINOR 2 

Questionnaire Survey is based on participant consent. Finally, the project followed the 

Declaration of Helsinki and adhered to the Ethical Guidelines for Sámi Health Research, 

adopted by the Sámi Parliament of Norway in 2019. 
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3. Results 

 

In this summary of the central findings presented in Papers I–III, the results are not given 

paper-wise but arranged according to the project’s primary objectives. Along with the main 

results, a significant and relevant finding was the ethnic differences in the distribution of R/S 

factors, particularly the association between Laestadianism and Sámi ethnicity. The frequency 

of personal Laestadian adherence was four times higher among those with a Sámi identity or 

background than in non-Sámi persons. Laestadian family background was three  

times higher in the Sámi groups (Paper I). The correlation between Laestadian family 

background and Sámi self-ascription or origin was estimated to be moderate (vs. non-Sami, φ 

= 0.34, p < 0.001, Paper II). Sámi identity or background was also significantly related to 

religious self-ascription and regular religious attendance. 

 Although the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey afforded the examination of several 

R/S factors, the data had some limitations that affected the focus of the current presentation. 

Due to unclear instructions regarding congregational affiliations in the questionnaire, many 

respondents made contradictory fill-ins, influencing the validity of the non-religiously 

affiliated and unaffiliated groups (3.4% and 8.6% of the total sample, respectively). Also, the 

group of other religiously affiliated (including only 3.6% of the sample) was a very 

religiously and ethnically heterogeneous collection of presumably marginal R/S groups with 

geographically dispersed members, many reporting immigrant backgrounds. These limitations 

created an undefined and fuzzy group in contrast to the dominant category of Established 

Church members. 

 On the flip side, being a member of the Established State Church, which comprised 

86% of the total sample, hardly made sense as an R/S category. The proportions of regular 

attendees (23%) and the self-ascribed religious (16%) were the same in the Established 

Church group as in the total sample. Also, Sámi and Laestadian affiliations were practically 

equivalent to being members of the Established Church, and State Church membership was 

significantly more common in the Sámi categories than among the non-Sámi (Paper I). 

3.1. Religion/spirituality, mental health, and mental health-service use and 

satisfaction across ethnic categories 

In every logistic regression model for all study outcome variables, interaction effects between 

ethnicity and each R/S factor were tested. However, no significant ethnic differences in the 

effect of R/S on lifetime suicide ideation or attempts, NSSI, or mental health-service 
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utilization or satisfaction were found. Gender did not affect the association between R/S and 

the outcome variables either. Thus, the presented findings refer exclusively to the mixed Sámi 

and Norwegian sample, comprised of 65.9% non-Sámi and 34.1% individuals of Sámi self-

ascription or family background. 

3.2. The association of religion/spirituality with suicidal behavior and non-suicidal 

self-injury 

Here is considered the relationship between three R/S factors or dimensions with the mental 

health outcome variables in the study sample: religious attendance, R/S importance and view 

of life, and Laestadian affiliation—either as personal adherence or as family background. 

These three factors are treated separately below. 

3.2.1. Religious attendance and suicidal behavior and non-suicidal self-injury 

In the fully fitted logistic regression model of Paper I, adjusting for R/S, sociodemographic, 

and health-related risk factors, regular (OR = 0.74, 95% CI 0.61–0.91) and irregular attendees 

(OR = 0.82, 95% CI 0.71–0.96) had significantly less lifetime suicide ideation compared to 

the non-attending group. Compared to non-attendance, irregular religious attendance was 

associated with no lifetime suicide attempts in a model adjusting for R/S and 

sociodemographic factors (OR = 0.72, 95% CI 0.56–0.93). However, this favorable 

association was rendered insignificant after adjusting for health-related variables, suggesting a 

mediating effect of health-related circumstances on suicide attempts. For example, it was 

found that non- or rare attendees more frequently reported suicide risk factors like violence 

exposure and a clinical level of mental distress. 

 In Paper II, the logistic regression analyses adjusted for sociodemographic factors 

suggested a protective total effect of regular attendance on lifetime NSSI (OR = 0.59, 95% CI 

0.42–0.83) compared to the non-attending group. However, the mediation analyses found the 

direct effect of regular attendance on NSSI to be only borderline significant (OR = 0.70, 95% 

CI 0.49–0.99, p = 0.048). Although there was a strong significant association between 

lifetime violence exposure and NSSI (OR = 3.18, 95% CI 2.45–4.13) and psychological 

distress (HSCL-10 above clinical cut-off level, OR = 3.59, 95% CI 3.10–4.16), there was no 

significant association between religious participation and violence exposure. However, a 

robust inverse relation was found between regular attendance and psychological distress (OR 

= 0.71, 95% CI 0.58–0.87), which was strongly associated with NSSI (OR = 4.30, 95% CI 

3.30–5.60). The findings suggested a highly significant mediating effect of regular attendance 
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via less psychological distress, accounting for 95% of the impact of religious participation on 

NSSI. 

 Finally, from the unadjusted analyses in Paper I, the total number of suicide attempts 

was found to be 1.17 attempts lower among irregular and regular attendees pooled together 

than within the group of non-attendees (3.29 attempts, F[1,411] = 8.91, p = 0.003).  

3.2.2. R/S importance/view of life and mental health variables 

In models adjusting for other R/S factors and sociodemographics, the analyses revealed 

hardly any significant findings regarding R/S importance/view of life and the mental health 

variables. As published in Paper I, it was found, for instance, that there was no relationship 

between R/S importance/view of life and lifetime suicide ideation or attempts in the adjusted 

models. However, compared to non-belief, in the fully fitted logistic regression model, having 

a want for help as one’s suicide motive was significantly more frequent among the unsure 

(OR = 7.00, 95% CI 2.55–19.20), the less devoted believers (OR = 3.17, 95% CI 1.28–7.85), 

and the self-ascribed religious (OR = 4.74, 95% CI 1.37–16.38). Nonetheless, the total 

number of suicide attempts did not vary between these categories. 

3.2.3. Laestadian adherence and family background, and suicidal behavior and 

non-suicidal self-injury 

Laestadianism was found to be associated with some unfavorable sociodemographic factors in 

the analyses. Respondents with a Laestadian family background had a lower income and 

education level (mean 13.3 years vs. 13.6, t[9,974] = 3.55, p < 0.001, Paper I), compared to 

those with no Laestadian background. Also, although the effect size was small, lifetime 

exposure to violence was more frequent in those of Laestadian family background. However, 

after stratification for ethnicity, this association was only found among persons of Sámi self-

ascription (χ2[1] = 5.4, p = 0.020, Paper I), indicating an ethnic confounder. 

 A higher frequency of alcohol abstainers was found among those of Laestadian 

background, but this finding was insignificant after stratification for personal Laestadian 

adherence. Also, a weak correlation was found between Laestadian family background and 

regular attendance (vs. no or rare participation, φ = 0.20, p < 0.001). 

 The Laestadian adherents also had a lower income and education level (mean 12.3 years 

vs. 13.5, t[10,765] = 6.83, p < 0.001, Paper I) than the non-Laestadians. The Laestadians also 

reported lower levels of SRH, but this was not significant after ethnic stratification. On the 

flip side, they were more frequently abstainers from tobacco and alcohol. Furthermore, 
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Laestadian adherence was moderately correlated with regular participation (vs. no or rare 

attendance, φ = 0.27, p < 0.001). 

 Regarding the mental health outcome variables, two significant favorable main findings 

were related to Laestadianism. In the analyses of Paper II, adjusted for sociodemographic 

factors, Laestadian adherence was significantly associated with no lifetime NSSI (OR = 0.32, 

95% CI 0.13–0.80) compared to no Laestadian affiliation. Also, in Paper I, the fully fitted 

model, adjusted for religious, sociodemographic, and health-related risk factors, revealed that 

Laestadian family background was significantly associated with no lifetime suicide attempts 

(OR = 0.66, 95% CI 0.47–0.93) compared to no Laestadian family background. Laestadian 

family background was also inversely associated with lifetime suicide attempts in a model 

adjusting for sociodemographic factors, municipality, religious attendance, and R/S 

importance and view of life (OR = 0.75, 95% CI 0.57–0.99, results not published). Laestadian 

family background was not related to NSSI. 

3.3. The association of religion/spirituality with mental health-service use and 

satisfaction 

In Paper III, the past-year use of mental health services among individuals reporting mental 

health problems or substance use/addictive behaviors was studied. The logistic regression 

analysis adjusting for R/S and sociodemographic factors showed an association between 

religious attendance and no past-year use of mental health services (OR = 0.77, 95% CI 0.60–

0.97) compared to non-attendance. As the bivariate analyses revealed that the attendees 

reported problematic drinking behavior, suicidal behavior/NSSI, and drug use significantly 

less frequently than the non-attendees, this could indicate less of a need for the use of mental 

health services among the religious attendees. Therefore, a post hoc stratification by 

psychological distress above clinical level (HSCL-10 ≥ 1.85) was made. However, the 

stratification only intensified the relationship between religious participation and no past-year 

mental health-service utilization in the psychological distress group (OR = 0.59, 95% CI 

0.43–0.80, results not published). 

 On the other hand, a positive interaction effect on service use between religious self-

ascription and age (OR = 1.03 per year, 95% CI 1.00–1.05) was found. A post hoc Bonferroni 

test of the oldest age group revealed that the mean level of psychological distress among the 

religiously self-ascribed (HSCL-10 score 1.92) was significantly higher than within the non-

believing group (HSCL-10 1.58, p < 0.001), the unsure (1.58, p < 0.001), and the not-so-

devoted believers (1.73, p = 0.016; F[3,618] = 8.44, p < 0.001, note the typing error in the 
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published paper regarding the latter group), indicating more need for the use of mental health 

services in this age group. 

 Laestadian family background was not related to service use. Finally, none of the R/S 

factors were significantly associated with lifetime mental health-service satisfaction. 
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4. Discussion 

 

Using data from the 2012 Population-based Study on Health and Living Conditions in 

Regions with Sámi and Norwegian Populations—The SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey—

this project investigated how R/S factors are related to suicidal behavior, NSSI, and mental 

health-service use and satisfaction in the mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult population of 

Arctic Norway. It applied both bivariate tests and multivariate-adjusted logistic regression 

models controlling for R/S, sociodemographic, and health-related risk factors, as well as 

mediation analyses. This is the first study on R/S and mental health in Arctic Norway and 

among the Sámi people adjusting for ethnicity. 

 Following the extensive research body on R/S and mental health in other populations,1-3 

an overall favorable association was found between R/S—including Laestadianism—and 

mental health in the mixed Sámi and Norwegian adult population of Arctic Norway. Also, this 

is the first study on the relationship between religious attendance and NSSI and suggests that 

religious participation may buffer the effect of violence exposure on the development of 

NSSI. 

 R/S was not related to satisfaction with mental health services. However, in line with 

studies of other religious groups in Western countries,83-85 R/S—in our case, religious 

attendance—was associated with less use of mental health services. Finally, the analyses 

revealed no significant ethnic or gender differences in the association of R/S with mental 

health, mental health-service utilization, or mental health-service satisfaction. 

4.1. The impact of religious/spiritual importance and view of life on mental health 

in Arctic Norway 

The adjusted models did not show significant relationships between R/S importance/view of 

life and mental health in the sample. However, regarding non-believers’ tendency not to have 

a want for help as their suicide motive, this could affect the lethality of their attempt, despite 

the odds ratio for lifetime attempts and their total number of attempts not being different from 

the other categories. 

 Nonetheless, this author believes that the general findings follow previous evidence 

from extensive longitudinal studies showing no protective effect of R/S importance or 

strength on suicide59 or major depression174 after controlling for religious participation or 

social network, respectively. Thus, the protective effect of R/S on mental health seems to be 
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due to the social aspects of R/S—e.g., religious attendance—and a strong R/S belief does not 

necessarily entail the development of social networks.59 

4.2. The impact of religious attendance on mental health in Arctic Norway 

The results showing a significant association between religious attendance and less suicide 

ideation, NSSI, and psychological distress are in line with a large amount of research 

exhibiting the protective effect of R/S participation on both major depression,174 suicide 

ideation, attempts, and completed suicides.57-59 The current findings not only suggest that 

religious participation moderates the effect of childhood maltreatment on NSSI but probably 

also buffers the effects of adverse life events on mental health in general in this study area. 

Chen, Kim, and VanderWeele (2020)175 published an extensive prospective study on religious 

service attendance and subsequent health and well-being, which included 92,008 US adults. 

Their statistical models applied a rigorous control for potential confounding and reverse 

causation, involving adjustment for sociodemographics, physical health, psychological 

symptoms, health behaviors, and baseline outcomes. The authors found that weekly or more 

frequent religious attendance vs. no attendance was significantly associated with subsequent 

no depression diagnosis, fewer depressive and anxiety symptoms, fewer feelings of 

hopelessness and loneliness, more positive affect, higher life satisfaction and social 

integration, and more purpose in life. However, religious attendance was not associated with 

subsequent physical diseases, such as hypertension, stroke, or heart disease. 

 Kleiman and Liu’s (2018)59 extensive study of the prospective association between 

religious attendance and suicide in 30,650 American adults from 1978 to 2010 showed that 

religious attendance had a significant protective effect only in the last studied decade. The 

authors suggested that earlier religious attendance was a social norm, whereas religious 

attendees today are resilient to suicide due to the motivations of social connection and 

meaning in life. In cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, social support and social 

connectedness are associated with better mental health.176-179 Studies also show that both the 

actual social support and the perception and anticipation of support—e.g., the comfort of 

simply knowing about this available support—strengthen mental health.76 However, some 

evidence indicates that the perception and anticipation of support from R/S fellowships—

where you share your fundamental values, beliefs, and purpose in life—are higher than in 

non-R/S social settings.75 
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4.3. The impact of Laestadianism on mental health in Arctic Norway 

In the current study, Laestadian adherents did not report poorer SRH than non-Laestadians 

after stratification for ethnicity. This supports Årnes et al.’s (1996)12 suggestion that poorer 

SRH among Laestadians is not related to R/S but to Sámi ethnicity, which is known to be 

associated with poorer mental health due to several other conditions, such as 

sociodemographic factors and colonialism.8-11 However, it was found by the current study that 

in the Sámi self-ascription category, Laestadian family background was significantly 

associated with lifetime exposure to emotional, physical, or sexual violence if the types of 

violence were pooled. No significant relationship was found between violence exposure and 

Laestadian background in the groups of non-Sámi and those of Sámi family background 

without Sámi self-ascription. Personal Laestadian adherence was not related to violence 

exposure. Eriksen et al. (2015),13 also adopting the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey, found 

that Laestadianism was associated with lifetime exposure to emotional, physical, or sexual 

violence (pooled variable) among women but did not discriminate between Laestadian family 

background and personal Laestadian adherence. In the current analyses, compared to 

Laestadian family background, personal Laestadian adherence was more strongly correlated 

to religious attendance, an R/S factor associated with several favorable aspects of mental 

health in this study sample. Also, many individuals who grew up in R/S settings may have 

abandoned their congregation and families due to R/S struggles, such as anger at God, 

interpersonal disagreements, or other negative experiences from R/S fellowships.54 Thus, it is 

relevant to discern between these two Laestadian categories. 

 In 2017, Norwegian police documented 151 cases of sexual abuse, including child rape, 

in Tysfjord, a small Sámi community of 2,000 people.180,181 Here, the Laestadian Movement 

was a major R/S factor, and many of the victims and perpetrators belonged to the local 

Laestadian congregation. The abuses were committed over a span of sixty years, mostly 

against children, and included a total of 92 charged or prosecuted individuals. One of the 

convicted offenders was a trusted traditional healer. Earlier, Laestadian congregations in 

another Sámi-Norwegian community (but not related to the Tysfjord congregation) also 

tracked attention in the regional newspaper due to several cases of sexual abuse, one of the 

perpetrators being a Laestadian leader.182,183 Although there is no evidence that the frequency 

of sexual abuse is higher in these settings than in other R/S or non-R/S communities in the 

region, Norbakken (2012)183 discussed, among other factors, two mechanisms contributing to 

the silence surrounding sexual maltreatment in Laestadian congregations. The first is a 

cultural factor connected to the close ties between Sámi ethnicity and Laestadianism in these 
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communities. Steinlien (1999),184 studying the role of Laestadianism in a Sámi coastal village 

in Arctic Norway, found that the movement represents the primary identity-defining values of 

the local Sámi population. Here, as part of the assimilation process, Laestadianism gives the 

individual a place to live out a Sámi identity, avoiding ethnic stigmatization by society. 

Norbakken pointed to a common characteristic between Sámi communities and these 

Laestadian congregations: the expectations of loyalty to the family and the congregation and, 

to prevent dishonor or disrepute, keeping the processes of putting things to rights inside the 

family.183 

 The second mechanism Norbakken discussed involves the keys of the Kingdom of 

Heaven (Matt 18:18185), a central theological institution in Laestadianism related to the 

sacrament of confession and absolution. A central dogma of this office is that if a person 

repents and confesses their sin to a Christian, the believer is expected to forgive and accept 

the transgressor unconditionally. Also, if a sin is forgiven, it will never be evoked again. 

However, any absolution depends on the willingness to forgive the offenses committed 

against oneself (Matt 6:15185). Thus, a victim of sexual abuse from a fellow believer is forced 

to choose between the congregation by forgiving one’s perpetrator and living on as if nothing 

had happened or justice by prosecuting the offender, thereby abandoning the Christian 

fellowship and breaking the bonds to one’s family.183 Norbakken suggested that the cultural 

and theological mechanisms have a joint effect on hindering the openness about sexual abuse 

in these Laestadian congregations. The current study could not ascertain if these factors 

contribute to any higher frequency of sexual maltreatment in Laestadian fellowships located 

in Sámi communities compared to the non-Laestadian part of the Sámi society. 

 In the current study area, Laestadian family background correlated considerably to self-

reported Sámi affiliation. Also, due to the assimilation or “Norwegianization” of the Sámi,108 

reporting one’s grandparents as Laestadians may be less stigmatic than admitting their 

speaking Sámi at home, which would expose the respondent’s own Sámi family background. 

Thus, the actual percentage of individuals with Sámi affiliation may be higher than reported 

in the Laestadian family background group. Sámi ethnicity is related to several unfavorable 

health-related and sociodemographic factors—e.g., attendance at boarding schools and lower 

levels of education and income.159,160 Hansen et al. (2008),159 adopting the first SAMINOR 

Study from 2003–2004 of 12,265 adults in Sámi-Norwegian areas, investigated the 

prevalence of self-reported experiences of bullying and ethnic discrimination among Sámi, 

Kven, and ethnic Norwegians. The authors found that the Sámi were the group reporting the 

highest lifetime prevalence of bullying and that this prevalence was proportional to the degree 
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of Sámi ethnicity. For male respondents with the strongest Sámi affiliation (respondent, both 

parents, and all grandparents speak Sámi at home), the lifetime prevalence of bullying was 

reported 2.7 times more often than among ethnic Norwegian males. Females with the 

strongest Sámi affiliation reported lifetime bullying 2.4 times more often than ethnic 

Norwegian females. Past-year bullying against respondents with the strongest Sámi affiliation 

was mainly reported to have occurred at the workplace and in the local community. In 

contrast, earlier bullying in this group typically happened in school (reported by 55%) or 

boarding school (reported by 30%). Furthermore, in this group, the lifetime prevalence of 

ethnic discrimination was 10 times higher than among ethnic Norwegians. 

 Eriksen et al. (2015)13 conducted a thorough study of the prevalence and ethnic 

differences of emotional, physical, and sexual violence in the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire 

Survey sample. The authors found that Sámi women, irrespective of Laestadian affiliation, 

reported emotional, physical, and sexual violence more often than non-Sámi women. Sámi 

men were also likelier to report emotional and physical—but not sexual—violence compared 

to non-Sámi men. Furthermore, Sámi respondents reported exposure to past-year violence 

more often. Typically, violence was reported to have occurred during childhood and to have 

been performed by someone known to the victim. Also, in a recent study applying the 

SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey, Eriksen et al. (2022)161 found a higher prevalence of 

emotional and physical intimate partner violence among Sámi than non-Sámi women. Eriksen 

(2017)145 discussed a more extensive cultural experience regarding colonization as one 

possible explanation for the higher prevalence of violence among Sámi—e.g., boarding 

school experiences and structural violence. 

 Bullying is an example of emotional and physical violence; its prevalence in this study 

area is proportional to the degree of Sámi ethnicity and is mainly related to childhood school 

bullying, often experienced in boarding schools. The cited studies do not seem to have 

explored childhood maltreatment occurring at home, and a possible higher prevalence of 

parental violence in Sámi-Laestadian families has not been investigated. Such violence could, 

for instance, be motivated by moral demands related to drinking and sexual behavior. The 

Sámi and Laestadian culture of solving problems internally inside families and the 

congregation and keeping the authorities and the police out may contribute to an acceptance 

and continuation of maltreatment.145,183 However, based on the published findings on violence 

and bullying in this population, it is likely that Sámi-Laestadian schoolkids experience a 

double stigma, an ethnic and a religious one, making them a minority within the minority and 
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more susceptible to bullying from non-Sámi and other Sámi. This may explain the association 

between Laestadian family background and violence exposure within the Sámi group. 

 In the current study, there was a strong association between lifetime violence exposure 

and NSSI and psychological distress. Also, Eriksen et al. (2018)11 found that experiences of 

childhood violence were strongly associated with psychological distress and post-traumatic 

symptoms in this population. Childhood maltreatment, bullying, and other early traumatic 

experiences are known to be leading causes of NSSI171,186,187 and are strongly associated with 

suicide ideation and attempts in extensive meta-analytical studies.167 With these relationships 

in mind and considering the association between violence exposure and Sámi-Laestadian 

family background in this sample, why did the current analyses not reveal any poorer mental 

health in this group? As Laestadian family background correlated with religious attendance, 

the R/S factor having the strongest association with better mental health outcomes in the 

sample suggests a confounding buffering effect from religious participation. However, 

Laestadian family background was also associated with no suicide attempts when adjusted for 

religious attendance, indicating an independent buffering effect of the impact of violence 

exposure on mental health in this study area.11,13 

 Despite having some traits of a closed community, the Laestadian movement’s strong 

family and social networks imply benefits, rights, alliance, loyalty, and support in case of 

tragedies or times of need.150,183 Such strong social and family ties seem to buffer the effect of 

discrimination and acculturative stress among Sámi8 and other ethnic and R/S 

minorities.188,189 Whereas the Christian mission among the Indigenous Canadians destroyed 

much of the native culture and family structure and nurtured distrust toward Western 

religions,4 the Laestadian revival was brought to the Sámi people by the ministry of their kin 

in their mother tongue.122 Thus, the Laestadian form of Christianity took strong roots among 

the Sámi people, preserving and applying the social and family ties of the traditional Sámi 

siida (home or village) societies within the Laestadian communities.150 Despite the lack of 

direct information on using Laestadian family networks in the current sample, a report on 

Laestadian family background may be a proxy measure. 

4.4. The impact of religion/spirituality on mental help-seeking behavior in Arctic 

Norway 

In the study of past-year use of mental health services among individuals reporting mental 

health problems or substance use/addictive behaviors, the adjusted model revealed that 

religious attendance was associated with no past-year use of mental health services across 
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ethnic groups. As stratification by psychological distress intensified this relationship, the 

finding could not be explained by a reduced need for mental health services in this group.  

 R/S importance was also associated with less mental health-service use in a study of 

13,038 American adolescents by Xie, Wang, and Chu (2022).93 Furthermore, in a sample of 

African American church attendees, Davenport and McClintock (2021)85 found that a high 

level of subjective religiosity was associated with less positive attitudes toward mental health 

treatment. The authors of these papers discussed two main reasons for the relationship 

between R/S and the insufficient use of or negative attitudes toward professional mental 

healthcare. First, having R/S beliefs about the etiology of mental disorders may cause distrust 

in the professional mental health workers’ abilities to cure such problems. Second, believers 

may seek to manage their psychological issues through R/S coping methods—e.g., prayers or 

consulting the clergy for guidance and support. For religious individuals with psychological 

problems, an R/S leader may be more available for consultation than a mental health 

professional94 and more accessible to talk to than a non-believing psychologist.84 

 Harris, Edlund, and Larson (2006)190 found opposite results in their longitudinal study 

of an extensive national American sample comprised of 64,450 individuals reporting 

emotional distress. In this general population sample, religious participation was unrelated to 

outpatient mental healthcare use among individuals with moderate distress. However, among 

persons experiencing serious distress, religious attendance was positively associated with 

service utilization, and a greater participation rate predicted more service use. The authors 

suggested that religious support networks may encourage the use of professional mental 

healthcare for the severely mentally ill in this population. These findings demonstrate that R/S 

has disparate roles and impacts in different populations and R/S groups.82 

 Sørlie and Nergård’s (2005)149 and Sexton and Sørlie’s (2008)18 studies of psychiatric 

patients in Arctic Norway found Sámi ethnicity associated with R/S importance and the use of 

traditional healers. Whereas the current study supports their findings on the relationship 

between Sámi ethnicity and R/S, no ethnic differences in the effect of R/S on the use of 

mental health services were found in the sample. Also, no significant differences were found 

in the overall use of mental health services between the Norwegian and Sámi groups. Clinical 

studies using R/S as outcome variables cannot easily be compared with the current 

population-based study analyzing R/S as exposure variables. Also, the current investigation 

did not involve any information about traditional healing. Nonetheless, the clinical findings 

may indicate an association between R/S and the handling of mental health problems using 

R/S coping strategies, like finding support in one’s belief, prayer, search for spiritual help, 
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and traditional healing, that are integrated into the Sámi-Norwegian areas and not ethnically 

dependent.146,147 In her qualitative study, Henriksen (2010)146 investigated how the everyday 

use of various forms of traditional healing against diseases, wounds, and the forces of nature 

represents R/S practices and expressions of R/S worldview, beliefs, and values that are not 

exclusively Sámi but also pertains to R/S in other parts of the population of Arctic Norway.  

 Furthermore, an R/S fellowship may represent a social and psychological support 

system buffering mental distress and influencing the use of professional mental health 

services in this population, similar to the Church’s effect among African Americans.84 

Langås-Larsen et al. (2018)150 conducted a qualitative study of the extended R/S family 

networks’ functions and roles as active contributors to the patient’s healing process in two 

Sámi-Norwegian communities strongly influenced by Laestadianism. The villagers were 

organized in networks where they shared the responsibility for the patient, providing practical 

help and support for the family and contacting traditional healers, who were often more 

available than doctors in remote areas. Professional health workers were also contacted as 

diagnostic knowledge could ease the process by indicating each case’s relevant traditional 

healing method. The authors found the traditional networks to be extra resources in these 

communities by handling and disseminating hope and manageability to both the individual 

and the village. 

 Furthermore, the adjusted analyses of the current sample did not reveal any significant 

association between R/S and reported satisfaction with mental health services. Thus, the 

underuse of mental health services among religious attendees in the Sámi-Norwegian areas 

cannot be explained by their having an upright distrust or lack of confidence in professional 

mental health care. Nonetheless, although lacking information about the application of such 

alternative R/S coping methods, the use of prayer, congregational support, guidance from 

clergy, traditional healers, or family networks may explain the underuse of mental health 

services in the current sample.  
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5. Strengths, weaknesses, and limitations 

 

The theoretical conception of R/S behind the SAMINOR 2 Questionnaire Survey is the 

classical European view, focusing on the sociological dimensions corresponding to organized 

traditional Protestantism and Pietism,37 not considering Sámi cultural spirituality, traditional 

healing, or non-Christian Sámi spirituality.18,115,121 Accordingly, like other typical studies on 

contemporary Laestadianism in Norway—e.g., Myrvoll (2010)17 and Olsen (2008)191—

SAMINOR 2 has an approach to the R/S phenomenon as a well-organized, hierarchical 

structure gathering every Sunday in a chapel or a church building. However, there are hardly 

any services in many rural areas every month,157 and many Laestadians continue the classical 

practice of meeting in private homes.191 Also, disappointment with theological liberalization 

in the Established Church191 and congregational fractioning123 may affect the praxis of house 

meetings and give rise to marginalization. 

 Despite their centrality in the Laestadian Revival, the Kvens/Norwegian-Finns are 

poorly represented in SAMINOR 2, and the omission of the crucial Kven community of 

Nordreisa is noticeable. Also, the omitted municipality of Tromsø comprises significant parts 

of the Sámi and Laestadians in the region, both historically and contemporaneously. 

 Furthermore, there may be an under-reporting of suicidal behavior and the use of mental 

health services among devoted Christians, particularly Laestadians, due to moral 

objections,192 thus representing a possible response bias affecting the internal validity of the 

current results. Also, the survey’s meager response rate (27%), particularly among those 

younger than 30 years of age (< 11%), may have caused a selection bias, raising the question 

of the external validity and generalizability of the study.153 Furthermore, SAMINOR 2 lacks 

information about marital or relationship status, an essential confounder associated with less 

suicidal behavior.4,73 Finally, the main problem with using a cross-sectional design is the 

inability to address reverse causality and possible bidirectional feedback effects. For example, 

depressive persons are less likely to attend religious services over time.193 Thus, the results 

must be interpreted with caution. 

 Nevertheless, with the above weaknesses and limitations in mind, this is the most 

extensive population-based study of Sámi areas (n = 11,222) and includes several dimensions 

of R/S, as well as all three main Laestadian subgroups represented in Norway—the Alta, 

Lyngen, and Ofoten groups.119 Finally, the study adds essential knowledge to the limited 

research field of R/S, mental health, and mental health-service utilization and satisfaction 

among Indigenous peoples. 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1. Summary 

R/S is not associated with poorer mental health in the Sámi and Norwegian populations of 

Arctic Norway. On the contrary, following the vast amount of evidence from other 

populations, including extensive longitudinal studies, religious participation seems to buffer 

psychological distress and protect against poorer mental health among adults in these areas, 

probably connected to the effect of received or perceived social support from R/S fellowships. 

 Also, despite Laestadianism’s association with some disadvantageous 

sociodemographic factors, such as lower income and education level and Sámi ethnicity, 

which includes attendance at boarding schools and more exposure to violence, the Laestadian 

family networks seem to contribute to better mental health in the Sámi-Norwegian areas. 

 Finally, although R/S is not related to mental health-service satisfaction, religious 

participation is associated with less use of mental health services across genders and ethnic 

categories, possibly due to alternative R/S coping methods like, for instance, prayer, 

congregational support, guidance from clergy, or the use of traditional healers and family 

networks. 

6.2. Implications for public mental-health policy, clinical practice, and 

religious/spiritual leadership 

From an Arctic Norwegian public mental-health perspective, decision-makers of healthcare 

services should consider R/S social activities as essentially preventive against mental 

disorders. Although it is associated with some unfavorable sociodemographic conditions, 

Laestadian affiliation should be regarded as a factor generally contributing to better mental 

health in the Sámi and Norwegian populations of the region. 

 In a Sámi-Norwegian clinical setting, religious attendance and Laestadian affiliation 

may represent therapeutic resources and components of resilience against psychological 

distress. Religious participation may also be considered a suicide preventive factor. For 

individuals already holding R/S beliefs, participating in R/S social activities may provide 

support and meaning in life and contribute to healing mental health problems. 

 In closed R/S fellowships, believers with mental health problems may not receive the 

necessary professional treatment. Thus, R/S leaders should consult and cooperate with 

psychiatric professionals regarding the detection and handling of mental health issues. Also, 
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clergy may be partners of mental health workers in the treatment and recovery of believers 

with mental disorders. 

6.3. Suggestions for further research 

The conclusions above are based on collating cross-sectional findings with longitudinal 

evidence from other populations. However, regarding the Arctic Norwegian population, 

further research is needed, and the current study recommends more extensive and longitudinal 

research that includes more Laestadians and Kvens/Norwegian-Finns. Also, future studies 

should address Sámi and Laestadian R/S appropriately, including the application of traditional 

healing and social networks and general attitudes toward mental health services. Finally, 

qualitative methods could provide more insight into the issues and guide the planning of new 

quantitative studies. 
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